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PREFACE

The aim of this monograph is to develop the theory of elastic-plastic flow in solids?
with application to a panicular class of processes? namely those in which the
dissipation of plastic work cannot be neglected. Examples of such processes are high-
speed impact phenomena and cratering, shock compression, often shock release as
well, and explosive deformation and welding. An important part of the development is
to include the anisotropic elastic propenies of a solid, and for this reason the theory
applies to solids in general. On the other hand, the prototype solid which the author
has specifically in mind is metals, and so it is possible tbat some of the results wiUhave
limited validity for nonmetals. The theory is valid in principle for complex flow,
compression and/or tension. and unstable flow as well, although the presence and
growth of cracks and voids is not explicitly included. A notational conflict arose,
because in continuum mechanics the extensive quantities are taken per unit mass,
while in thermodynamics they are usually per unit volume. The continuum mechanics
normalization is used throughout, with the result that uncommon factors of density
show up in the thermodynamic equations.

There is nothing particularly new or profound about the present work. However,
there is a need to write it down in something like the present form, because it crosses
such a broad range of disciplines. In certain areas of this study, the author encountered
substantial difficulties in drawing a clear understanding trom references in the field.
The material is therefore presented in a tutorial fashion, with the intention of helping
the student, or the interested reader, to comprehend the principles easily. All of the
important results are derived from basic principles. Certain conceptual enors which
appear in the literature are quoted without giving references. on the grounds that
clarifying the issue is the only thing to be accomplished. The exercises are an integral
part of the logical development. and they should at least be read; solving the exercises
is guaranteed to be educational.

This work was started in January of 1977.Along the way. a great many people have
taken the time to help the author with a great many details. Those who have made a
substantial contribution to this work? throu&hyears of collaboration and encourage-
ment, are James N. Johnson, Oalen Straub. Paul Follansbee. and Davis Tonks. The
author is happy to commend Barbara Forrest for generous assistance in all phases of
the manuscript preparation, including expen word processing.

Duane C. Wallace
Los Alamos

February.984
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CHAPTER I

MATERIAL RESPONSE

In this chapter, the basic material-response concepts
underlying the entire theory are described in words. In
the next three chapters, the corresponding system of
equalions is constructed. Any individual who makes it
through the whole monograph will find it worthwhile to
read this first chapter again. Some of the observations
on time-rate effects, and in support of local
thermodynamic equilibrium during plastic flow, were
originally published in Physical Review.'

1. Equilibrium and Nonequilibrium

A system is a quantity of material whose behavior we
want to study. e.g.a cubic centimeter of gold, ot a beaker
of water. An isolated system is one for which nothing
flows in or out of the system. If a system remains
isolated, it will presumably reach a state which remains
constant in all its macroscopic properties. This is an
equilibrium state. Let us for the moment consider only
states for which the forces applied to the system are
isotropic, and make a partial list of the macroscopic
pr~perties of the equilibrium state:

v = volume.
P = pressure.
U = internalenergy,
1" = temperature,
S = entropy. (1.1)

Equilibrium thermodynamics is the study of
processes by which a material (or seve~! materials
simultaneously) can pass from one equilibrium state to
another. along paths which are constrained to pass only
through equilibrium states. The primary physical laws
invoked are conservation of energy, and the existence of
an exact differential dS; th~ rest of equilibrium
thermodynamics is (almost entirely) mathematics.
When the stress is isotropic pressure, there are only two
independent variables, which means two variables com-
pletely specify an equilibrium state of a given material.
These variables can be any two from the above list, or
two combinations of them, or other extensions. Take for
example V and T as the independent variables. Then for
all possible equilibrium states of a material, relations of
the following form hold:

P = P(V,T),
U = U(V,T),
S = S(V,T). ( 1.2)

The term ~~equationof state" is sometimes used to
denote the above equation for the pressure. A more

generalusageof the term, and that which will be fol-
lowedin the presentwork, is to denote any or all of the
informationcontainedin the setof equations(1.2).

To enter the realm of nonequilibrium states and
processes,it is helpfulto think in terms of statistical
mechanics. Consider a monatomic nearly-ideal gas;
mentallysubdividethe spaceoccupiedby the gas into a
largenumber of volume elements.each with the same
volume. Each element contains a large number of
atoms.and canbetreatedas a statisticalsubsystem.The
important statistical measure of a subsystem is the
distribution f(p) of the atomic momenta p. The equi-
libriumdistributionis MaxweUian.with a temperature
T:

f(p) ex e -Pp~/~M . ( 1.3)

where p = l/kT. k is Boltzmann'sconstant. and M is
the atomic mass. When the gas is in equilibrium, the
mass and temperature are the same for each element.
When the gas is not in equilibrium. the momentum
distribution can be anything. If the distribution is not at
least approximately Maxwellian. then the temperature
cannot be defined. However, even when equilibrium-
thermodynamic quantities such as temperature are not
d~fitlf:d,mechanical quantities are always d~fim>d.The
most important macroscopic mechanical quantities
representing each volume element. which in fact are just
the zeroth. first. and second moments of f(p), are the
total mass, total linear momentum, and total energy. If
the gas is thought of as a continuum. these quantities
translate into local fields representing density. fluid
velocity. and energy density.

We can now define nonequilibrium states which are
"dose to equilibrium." Any element of the gas is close to
equilibrium if its momentum distribution is close to
that given by (1.3); specifically this means

f(p) QC e -PP~/~M+ (jf(p) . ( 1.4)

where the only restriction on of(p) is that it is small
enough to be treated as a perturbation. But this will be
the case only if the spatial and temporal variations of the
mechanical quantities. the density, fluid velocity, and
energy density, are sufficiently small. It is important
always to differentiate between mechanical and
thermodynamic quantities. and to remember that equi-
librium thermodynamic quantities can be defined only
for states which are close to equilibrium.

1
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Irreversible thermodynamics ISthe study of processes
which pass through nonequilibrium states, but only
those which are close enough to equilibrium states so
that the equilibrium-thermodynamic quantities can be
meaningfully defined. Irreversible-thermodynamic
processes are characterized by the following properties.

(a) A driving force is present. which causes a flow that
tries to cancel the driving force. The force-flow relation
is called the constitutive relation, and the material
properties which enter this relation are called con-
stitutive properties. Tht; constitutive relation couples
to, and alters parts of, the equation of state.

(b) Dissipation is present (generation of entropy). The
work done by the driving force against the flow is always
at least partially dissipated, and usually it is totany
dissipated.

Consider a material in which there is a local tempera-
ture gradient; heat flows, in an attempt to cancel out the
temperature gradient. A common constitutive relation
sets the heat cUITentproportional to the temperature
gradient. The coefficient of proportionality, the thermal
conductivity. is a constitutive property of the material.
Consider a beaker of water, stirred gently with a stImng
rod, and then isolated. Viscous stresses are present,
working against the velocity gradients, and the macro-
scopic mechanical motion of the water gradually dies
away, as it is turned into heat. The linear relation
between viscous stresses and velocity gradients is the
constitutive relation, and the viscosity coefficients are
constitutive properties of the water.

In the literature, the term ~~constitutive"is sometimes
used to include equation-of-state information. Here, the
term is restricted to nonequilibrium properties, because
we want to emphasize that these properties are separate
from equHibrium properties. It is important to re-
member that equation-of-state data does not contain
ar:r information about constitutive behavior ofa mate-
rial.

The present work is concerned only with processes in
the iITeversible-thermodynamic regime: equilibrium-
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thermodynamic quantities can always be defined, at
least approximately. A point of usage needs to be ad.
dressed. It seems that physicists are raised to think of
adiabatic, when used in the thermodynamic sense, as
meaning isentropic. Engineers generally use adiabatic to
mean "without heat flow.t9We could simply abandon
this word in the present work, except that we will have
much need for the adiabatic elastic moduli, which of
course are isentropic elastic moduli. The following de-
finition will therefore be followed.

2. Elastic Response and Plastic Response

The significant property of condensed matter, which
makes it condensed, is the dominance of forces within
the material. For an ordinary solid or fluid composed of
atoms, or more accuratelYt composed of ions and elec-
trons, the forces derive from effective potentials be-
tween the ions. These forces are elastic forces. Since the
effective ion-ion potentials operate throt;gh the elec-
trons, they are "instantaneousu potentials, as far as the
present work is concerned. There are also forces arising
from thermal energy in a material, e.g. the thermal
excitations of electrons and phonons. Thermal forces
can remain close to equilibrium as long as their spatial
and temporal variations are slow compared to relaxa-
tion lengths and times within the electron-phonon sys-
tem. Such relaxation lengths and times are quite short,
being measured in terms of lattice spacings and
picoseconds, respectively. The elastic forces and
thermal forces taken together are called thermoelastic
forces, and for solids we have the following conclusion.

When an anisotropic stress is applied to a solid mate-
rial, a multitude ofprocessses begin, all of them acting to
reduce the stress. Some of these processes can be effec-
tive only on geological time scales; others are important
in minutes or days. In the present work, we are inter-
ested in rather fast processes, saythings which happen in
one second or less. We win not be concerned with any
stress relaxation mechanism which operates on a slower
timescale. Furthert in solids, whatever stress relaxation
mechanism is important on our timescales will be called
plastic flow. Plastic flow does not have to be due to



dislocations; however. it usuaJly is, and we will often use
dislocation concepts in examining the nature of plastic
flow.

Consider a small region of a solid materiaf. and
suppose there is an anisotropic stress in the region.
which results from forces applied by the surrounding
material. There may be a dislocatkm in the region. or
one might be generated~ in any case the dislocation
moves in such a way as to reduce the local anisotropic
stress. Transforming this picture to the language of
irreversible thermodynamics. we say that the stress
drives plastic flow. and that for a given material in a
given state, the material constitutive equation specifies
the plastic response to any applied stress. We have thus
anived at the most important point of logic in the
present theore~icalconstruction, stated as follows.

There is a subtle discord between the nature of plastic
flow and the customary "textbook picture" of ir-
reversible processes. This can be illustrated with a sim-
ple example. Suppose a shear stress l' is applied to a
solid. and the solid deforms elastically for t < to. and at
to the solid begins to flow plastically. The irreversible-
thermodynamic driving force is tn. This constitutive
behavior cannot be represented by a linear phenomeno-
logical law. according to which the driving force is zero
in equilibrium. and is a linear function of some measure
of the departure from equilibrium. The essential
nonlinearity of plastic constitutive behavior has led to
the statement that "plastic flow cannot be treated by
irreversible thermodynamics." This statement can
safely be ignored. But let us continue with the example.
and ask about the connection between time-rates and
reversibility. The customary picture is that if you make
a process slow enough. it will be arbitrarily .close to
equilibrium; that slow is reversible. Is this really true? In
an ordinary solid. adiabatic elastic waves can be trans-
mitted at very high frequencies. under near-equilibrium
conditions. On the other hand. in driving plastic flow.
the shear stress can be adjusted so that the plastic
strainrate is arbitrarily small, yet the process is still
irreversible: the driving force to is tinite for an
arbitrarily slow process. This result allows the following
important conclusion to be made.

So far, we have ignored the heterogeneous nature of
plastic flow. In fact, plastic flow is intrinsically hetero-
geneous, and what is worse, it is heterogeneous on
several different length and time scales. The finest scale
of heterogeneity is that ofa single dislocation. A disloca-
tion is a line defect, surrounded by a nonuniform elastic
strain field. When a dislocation moves, it presumably
acts as a source of mechanical excitations, and with the
appropriate relaxation time, this mechanical energy be-
comes thermalized to heat. Larger scales of heter-
ogeneity are associated with dislocation substructure,
the networks and cells and so on. On this large scale,
plastic instabilities may develop during the course of a
process. For example, shear bands may form, within
which the plastic flow may tend to become localized.
The question arises, how is the heterogeneous nature of
plastic flow to be addressed by irreversible
thermodynamics?

First we will simply assume that the finest scale of
heterogeneity can be ignored; that single-dislocation
effects can be averaged for an)' mass element, whether
the mass element contains only a few dislocations, or is
located within an active shear band. There are two ways
in which larger scale inhomogeneities can be treated.
The first way is simply to resolve the inhomogeneities
which occur in a given flow process. After all, the
continuum-mechanic and irreversible-thermodynamic
theory is a local field theory, and applies in principle to
spatially and temporally inhomogeneous processes. The
study of inhomogeneous and unstable flow in fluids is
currently quite popular. and there is no doubt that
similar problems in elastic-plastic flow will be studied in
the ft~tUre.

An alternate procedure, which entails a sacrifice of
resolution on a certain scale. is to replace a certain type
of inhomogeneity by a homogeneous model. In this
way, an additional field variable. or parameter. is in-
troduced into the continuum theory. and the modeled
inhomogeneity formally disappears. It should always be
remembered. however. that the model has to be consis-
tent with the basic thermoelastic properties of the solid.
For example, consider a single crystal with a single
straight dislocation; apply a shear stress to the crystal
and the dislocation moves. Now replace the whole slip
plane of the dislocation by a shear band. and apply the
same shear stress. The .)lress is supported elastically,
with the same elastic stress-strain relation in both cases;
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the only difference in the two cases is the plastic con-
stitutive relation. Hence. the appearance and growth of
shear bands can be modeled homogeneously, by using a
combination of plastic constitutive relations, together
with a local field variable denoting what part of the total
plastic flow is due to the shear bands. Another example
is the growth of voids in a metal under tension. A single
void contributes to the flow problem in the following
way: plastic flow proceeds around the void's surface. as
the void grows, and the cross section of the void does
not support stress. These effects havt: been modeled in a
manner consistent with the thermoelastic properties of a
metal. in a calculation of necking and ductile fracture.:!

3. Fluids

An fluids are presumably viscoelastic. This means the
fluid response is viscous at low and moderate
stra~nrates,but the response is elastic at high strainrates.
For a simple monatomic fluid. the elastic regime begins
at strainrates around the inverse mean-atomic-vibra-
tion time, er 1013S-1 at ordinary temperatures and
pressures. The elastic response in a fluid is due to the
interatomic potentials, and does not occur in a gas,
where all interactions are represented simply by two-
particle elastic collisions. That a fluid and a gas are
essentially different is demonstrated by the behavim of
the viscosity. which decreases with temperature for a
fluid, and increases with temperature for a gas. The
onset of elastic response in a fluid at high strainrates
suggests that viscous stresses cannot be arbitrarily large;
this is certainly the case in the shock process, as will be
discussed in Section 17.

When W~speak of a viscous fluid. we mean a real
fluid (a viscoelastic fluid) which is operating in the

4-
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viscous regime. The most universally popular myth in
high..strainrate materials response today is that an
elastic-plastic solid is equivalent to, or approximately
equivalent to, a viscous fluid. The myth is more than
popular, it is believed with dedication and with fervor.

There exists in the literature a ..proor' that the con-
stitutive equation for an elastic-plastic solid is the same
as that for a viscous fluid. The proof is false. The
difference in constitutive behavior between an elastic-
plastic solid and a viscous fluid is not trivial, it is vital.
The following statement is quantitatively accurate.

Experiments have been done to measure the viscosity of
a solid. Any experiment. performed on a solid, and
interpreted with viscous fluid theory. will indicate an
enormous ..viscosity," and one which depends in-
timately on the experiment itself. To add to the con-
fusion, there is also the popular ..viscoelastic solid." Just
because this term is contained in a textbook, in a list of
constitutive models, does not mean that any solid on
earth behaves that.way.

L



CHAPTER 11

CONTINUUM MECHANICS

Continuum mechanics is a standard engineering dis-
cipline. and only the merest introduction is given in the
present chapter. An extended material is considered,
which is continuous, and whkh has continuously vary-
ing densities and currents. The content of the theory is
to relate the local variations in densities and currents
through the laws of mechanks, namely conservation of
mass. momentum, and energy. There is no
thermodynamics in continuum mechanics. A treatise
on continuum mechanics which the present author has
found very helpful is that ofPrager.3

4. Deformation

The material is divided into infinitesimal mass ele-
ments. sometimes called material particles. There are no
cracks or voids between the mass elements, each mass
element contains a fixed amount of mass for all time.
and exchange of matter between mass elements is al-
lowed but need not be explicitly considered. At any time
t. the location of a given mass element is x(t) in labora-
tory coordinates. An initial, or reference. configuration
is denoted by subscript a. The location of a given mass
element at t:; is Xa = x(ta) = X, so that X is the La-
grangian coordinate of the mass element. The La-
grangian coordinate provides a label for each and every
mass element in the material. At any time t. the mass
element x is located at x(t), and has velocity

ax

)v = at X .
(4.1)

The equations of continuum mechanics are local, which
means they hold for all locations and times. Quantities
defined locally for the material are fields. The independ-
ent variables for the fields can be taken as the set {x,t},or
the set {X,t}.The velocity field, for example, can be
expressed in "Eulerian form" as v(x,t), or in ~~La-
grangian form'; as v(X,t). Finally, we will also use X or x
as symbolic designations for an entire configuration, e.g.
Htheconfiguration X."

A multitude of different strain measures are com-
monty used, but here we will define only two. T~,efirst is
the matrix a, which is the transformation from the
initial configuration X to any other configuration x.
This may be written a(X-x), or a(x) for short, or just a.
If we introduce a Cartesian coordinate system, with
indices i, j, k, I standing for Cartesian coordinates, then

OXi)Ujj ... aXj t .
(4.2)

Obviously<ljj(X)= Ojj.Differentiating(4.2) with re-
spectto time gives

aau) = OVi) .
at X aXj t

(4.3)

Because the material is continuous, the differentiaJs
defining a always exist; a is a continuous point trans-
formation. (l defines the transformation of vectors: an
incremental vector dX, between two material particles
at ta,becomes dx at t, where

dXj = aijdXj . (4.4)

Note repeated indices i, j, k, I, m, n are always summed.
The vector transformation is used in differential form
because, in general, a varies over space at any given
time. If a were constant over the wh01e system at any
given time, but still a function of time, (4.4) could be
integrated over space to Xi = UijXj,which is the trans-
formation for a homogeneous deformation.

The second strain measure we will use is the displace-
ment. Let us name two configurations in a suggestive
manner:

x = current configuration.
y = nextconfiguration.

The displacement field is u = u(x,t),wherefor a given
mass element,

Ui = Yi - Xi . (4.5)

The displacement gradients are

.. = aUi ) = aYi) - Oij .
u.J aXj t aXj t

(4.6)

The displacementgradients are not in general sym-
metric. The symmetric part OfUijis Sij.sometimes cal!_d
pure strain:

1
&ij= '2 (Uij + Uji) . (4.7)

The antisymmetric part of uij is COij,often called pure
rotation:

5
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1
(l)ij - '2 (Uij- Uji) . (4.8)

In order to relate the different strain measures, it is
necessary to consider the two transformations a(X-x)
and «(X-y), and the displacement u(x-y). It then
fonows, from the definitions~

~j(Y) - Ujj(x) = Ujk(X)«kj(X) . (4.9)

If the displacementis incremental, i.e. ify = x + dx,
then the displacement gradients are incremental,
Uij= dUij,and (4.9)becomes

dUjj = dUjkakj . (4.10)

Finally, this can be inverted with the aid of the inverse
matrix a-I:

dUij = dQjk(a-J )kj . (4.11)

Note that a is in general non symmetric. Eyen if du is
symmetric for all dt, it still does not follow that da is
symmetric for all dt, unless a and du commute. If a and
du commute for all times, then they are simultaneously
diagonal in a fixed coordinate system, and the descrip-
tion of strain is simplified. An example of this simplifi-
cation is uniaxial flow, which is discussed in Chapter V.

One more bit of algebra is needed before getting on
with the physics~ and that is relating Eulerian and
Lagrangian derivatives. Let gbe any field, expressible as
g(x,t) or as g (X,t). Chain rule differentiation gives

ag
) - ag) -I

a- - ~ X. (a )ji ,
Xlt (/:Jt

(4.12)

where we used (a-I)ji = (aXj/aXj)bwhich follows from
(4.2). To relate Eulerian and Lagrangian time de-
rivatives, write

ag

) Og)dg = - dt + - dXj ,
at x aXi t
ag

)
ag)- dt + ax. dXj .at x I t

Take dXj = 0 and divide by dt to get the result

6

~) - ~) + Vi ?..s) .
at x at x ax; t

(4.13)

To derive the equation for conservation of mass, we
simply have to calculate the volume of a mass element
in configurations X and x. Because the mass element is
infinitesimal, the transformation a can be taken as
constant over the volume, and the shape of the mass
element is a parallelopiped in all configurations. Let d~j
and dlijbe the j Cartesian component of the i edge of the
mass element in configurations X and x, respectively.
Then denoting the volume dV, and using the notation
Ilallor II~jllfor the determinant ofa~

dV(x) = Ildlijll= 11UikdLkjl1= IlalldV(X) .

This relation is a statement of conservation of mass. In
continuum mechanics, it is convenient to work inter-
changeably with two fields representing mass, namely
the local density pand the local volume V:

p = massdensity,
V = p-I = volumeper unit mass. (4.14)

The conservation of mass can then be expressed in the
form

v - ~ = Ilall .
V. - p

(4.15)

The differential form of this is

rlQnV = d&ii , (4.16)

where the repeated index is to be summed. In deriving
this last equation, we made use of Jacobi's identity,

allall= (a-I )jj lIallaaij
(4.17)

The customary continuum-mechanic expression for
conservation of mass is obtained by differentiating
(4.15). Holding the mass element fixed gives the La-
grangian form,

ap) -) av;)~ = - p(a )jj-
ot X aXj t

(4.18)

Transforming with the aid of (4.12) and (4.13) gives the
Eulerian form,



~) + apvi) ::;;: 0 .
at iJXj tx

(4.19)

s. Stresses

Stress. like strain, is a local field; it is a point property
of a medium. Stresses are surface forces: at any point in
the material draw a surface element with normal in the
+i direction; the material on the +i side of the surface
exerts a force on the material on the -i side, the force
per unit area being the vector tj. The j component of ti
is Ljj.Here it appears that the order of the subscripts is
significant. but in fact it is not, because t is a symmetric
tensor. as will be shown below. The material on the-i
side exerts an equal and opposite force across the surface
on the material on the +i side. The forces at any point
within the material are completely specified by the stress
vectors tj on each of three mutually orthogonal planes;
that is, by the stress-tensor components tij = tij(x,t).
Note body forces are neglected here, and throughout this
work.

We now have to clarify a subtle point. First note that
the same word stress is used to mean either mechanical
forces or thermodynamic forces, depending on whether
or not the material state is close to equilibrium. The
word pressure, however, will be used only for ~
thermodynamic force. When a system is in
thermodynamic equilibrium. in the presence of an ex-
ternally applied pressure P, the stress tensor is constant
throughout the system. and is

tij = - POij . (5.1)

In the case of local thermodynamic equilibrium,(5.1)
holdslocallywhereverthe stressis isotropic.The minus
signispresentbecausestressesare outwardforces,while
pressureis a force inward on a body. The mean com-
pressive stress P is defined without regard to equi-
librium:

1
P = - '3 'tjj (5.2)

The important point is that P is not "the pressure," not
even when the material is locally, or globally, in
thermodynamic equilibrium. The pressure is uniquely
determined by the independent thermodynamic

variables,which means, for example, that P(V,T) is
singlevalued,whilethe meancompressivestressisnota
single-valuedfunctionof V and T, but can be made to
takeon acontinuousrangeofvaluesat fixedVand T, by
varyingcomponentsof the stress tensor. Hence, when
the stress tensor is not isotropic, the pressure is not
defined.

The anisotropic stress components, or stress de-
viators sij, are

Sjj = tij + POij . (5.3)

Obviously, Sjj= 0,becauseof(5.2).Thesetofcompo-
nents P and Sij is equivalent to the original set of
components tjj.

To derive the equation for conservation of linear
momentum, consider a mass element of fixed mass m,
whose volume w is enclosed by the surface s. A surface
element is ds, and the force acting across ds, exerted on
the material inside the surface, is df = tidSj.The total
force acting on the material inside the surface is f,
where

fj = f.dfj = I.t'jds, . (5.4)

Gauss' theorem is

1 f.
ogj(X)

gj(X)dSi = - dw ,
5 w OXj

(5.5)

sowehave

t' -
f.

otij dlj - - W .
wOXj

(5.6)

Sincethe volume is infinitesimal,the integrandcan be
taken constant. Then eliminatin6 f with Newton's
law,f = m(ov/ot)x,and usingp = m/w, givesthe ex-
pressionof conservationofIinear momentum,

ovo

)
otOi"

)p.-J =-2 .
at x aXj t

(5.7)
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This is a mixed Eulerian..Lasrangjanform,which is
usefulfor somecomputercalculations.Transformation
with the aid of equations (4.12)and (4.13) gives the
Lagrangianform

OVj) ( -I )
otij)p - = ex ki -- ,

at x aXk t
(5.8)

or the Eulerian form

aVj) . aVj ) atij)P - + 'PVi- = - .
at x aXi taXi, t

(5.9)

To examine the consequence of conservation of
angular momentum, we introduce the Levi-Civita anti-
symmetric symbol Bijk.which is +1(-1) ifi, j, k is an
even (odd) permutation of 1,2,3, and which is zero
otherwise. Important properties of Bijkare, for any vec-
tors a and b, (a X b)i = Bijkajbk,and for a tensor
c, Bi}kCjk= 0 if and only if c is symmetric. Consider
again the mass element with mass m, whose volume w is
enclosed by the surface s. With respect to the (arbitrary)
origin of coordinates, the angular momentum M of the
mass element has components

Mj = f (x X pV)jdw = f EiJ"xjpvkdw ,
(5.10)

and the torque L applied to the mass element has
components

[ f aXj1fk )Lj = (x X df)i = EiJk ~ dw .
s oX~ t

(5.11)

where df in (5.11) is the same as in (5.4). Since the
volume is infinitesimal, the inlegrands can be taken
outside the integrals. Then the law of conservation of
angular momentum, (aMi/at) = Li. gives the equa-
tion X

[
aXjVk ) aXj1fk )]

- 0Eijk m-- -w- - .
at x aXe t

(5.12)

With conservation oflinear momentum, equation (5.7),
this reduces to

8ijk(PVjVk - tjk) = 0 . (5.13)
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The first term vanishes because VjVkis symmetric, and
the resulting equation requires 1 to be symmetric for an
times and locations:

tij == tji . (5.14)

Since t is a real-symmetric matrix. it can be
diagonalizedby an orthogonal transformation (a rota-
tion). This defines prinicpal axes, or principal
directions:

Since t is diagonal in principal axes, it has only three
nonzero elements, namely t) " 12:!,and t33(note repeated
number indices are never summed). These are the prin-
cipal stresses. They are the components of a vector in
the principal axis system. Hence, while specification of
stress at a given point requires by definition the specifi-
cation of force vectors acting on each of three mutually
orthogonal planes, it can also be done by specifying the
principal axes and only one vector. In general, of course,
the principal axes vary with location and time.

6. Energy

The energy belonging to each mass clement is divided
into two parts:

(a) Translational kinetic energy, 112v:!per unit mass;

(b) Center-of-mass energy, E per unit mass.

To calculate the translational kinetic energy, take the
mass element to be rigid. The net force on it is f. in a
time dt the mass element moves dx, so the translational
work done is

f'dx = fjvjdt . (6.1)

The increase in translational kinetic energy of the mass
element is

, av})d(1hmv-) = mVj-at Xdt .
(6.2)



These two expressions must be equal, and in fact they
are because of conservation of linear momentum, or
what is equivalent. by Newton's law.

The center-of-mass energy is again divided into two
parts. work done and heat transported. These will be
calculated in incremental form. Define W as the work
done on the material. per unit mass. in the center-of-
mass frame. In configuration x. a mass element has
mass m. and volume wenclosed in a surface s. We carry
out a homogeneous deformation of the mass element,
i.e. a deformation with spatially constant strains, in
which the point x moves to y. where

y} - x.: = UtkXk . (6.3)

This is obtained by integrating (4.6), with the Ujkbeing
constants. The work done on the mass element is
mW(x-y).

mW(x-y) = Id~(Yj-Xj) . (6.4)

and with d~ from (5.4) this is

mW(x~y) = It'jU'kXkds. .
(6.5)

With tlJ and UJkconstants. this is transformed to a
volume integral by Gauss' theorem, and yields

mW(x-y) = T'JUJ.W. (6.6)

Finally, 'Yelet the deformation x-y be infinitesimal, to
transform (6.6) to et differential form. Because tjj is
symmetric, only the symmetric part &ijof Uijcontributes
to the sum in (6.6), and we have

pdW = T.jdE,J . (6.7)

Let \l~take a brief a~ide to examine some aspects of
rotational motion. In the last section, and the present
one, forces arising from rotation, and rotational energy,
have not been explicitly recognized. It is well known,
however, that in a high-speed flywheel the centrifugal
force can reach the ultimate tensile strength of a solid
material Further, in turbulent fluid motion, the rota-
tional energy can be signifICant.

In order to provide a mental picture for heat tram:-
port, it is useful to establish a conceptual definition of
"heat," as follows. Heat is the excitation of a system, or
a mass element. at fixed configuration. For an atomic
solid or fluid, it is the motional energy of the atoms in
the center-of-mass frame~ in a metal, the excitation of
conduction electrons is also included. Heat is defined
without rt:gard to thermodynamic equilibrium. Also,
there is no (significant) transport of mass or momentum
associated with heat transport. It should be recognized,
however, that the real operational definition of heat is
not contained in these words. but is contained in the
constitutive equation for heat transport which one uses
in any given calculation. Some common forms for this
equation are discussed in Section 12.

Q is the quantity of heat per unit mass. and J is the
heat flux. For a mass element with mass m. the rate of
increase of heat is

aQ
)m-atx

This must be equal to the rate at which heat flows into
the mass element through its surface. which is

f f
{iJI

)- Jjdsj = - - dw .
~ dX. t

Taking the integrand constant over the volume w, and
equating the t.woexpressions. gives the continuity equa-
tion for heat transport,

aQ

)
aJ,
)P at X = - ax, t .

(6.8)

It is often convenient to write this in the incremental
form,fora givenmasselement.

pdQ = - V. Jdt . (6.9)

The operator V always signifies Eulerian differentiation.
In ditTerentialform, for a given mass element, conser-

vation of center-of-mass energy is

dE = dW + dQ . (6.10)
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ConvertiDl this to Lagrangiantime derivativ~ and
using(6.7)and (6.8),gives the usualcontinuum-mech-
anic form,

c1E

) c18;j)
iUI

)P at X = 'tij at X - dXj t .
(6.11)

An important point about the energy equatiun needs to
be emphasized. F]rst~ recall the meaning of the in-
cremental work dW: this is work done on a mass
eJement, by its surroundjngs~ throush the action of
stresses. Nothing was said about dW beina conservative~
or reversible, and in fact it generally is not. The applied
stresses can drive plastic flow in a solid, or viscous flow
in a flujd~and these are both dissipative processes.

Because ofthis~ it is Ttotpossible to keep track ol'tbe heat
content of a given mass element by simply integratina
the term dQ~ dQ represents tbe p.et beat transport1"d into
the mass element. but dW acts partially or tutally :\5a
source term for heat as well.

The continuum-mechanic conservation equations are
often called the equations of motion. Sometimes the
term ""equation-of-motion" means only the equation for
conservation of momentum. The equations derived in
the present chapter are valid for any continuum mate-
rial. However. the student should be warned that. in
many texts on fluid mechanics.. the procedure for COD-
structingequations ofmotio~, and sometimes for inkr-
preting them as well, is often different from the present
approach. That procedure is to first write down the
equations for an ideal fluid. tor which the stress tensor is
defined to be isotropic pressure. and then try to ".correct
the equations of motion," to account for nonideal
behavior. For example. conservation of linear momen-
tum for an ideal fluid is Euler's equation. Startina with
Euler~sequation. it is necessary to add a correction to
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accountfor viscous~ and in that waythe Navier..
Stokesequation isobtained. The situation is still more
confusingwitb reprd to eDel'lY.To explain thi~ we
nqIect heat transpon~so dQ ;18 0 in (6.10),then take
processes close to equilibrium. so the center-of..mass
energy E is to be identified with the thermodynamic
internal energy U. Conservation ofenelJY then reads

dU-dW. (6..2)

This particular equation startles many people. but it is
correct for the stated coaditions. However, if the stress
is isotropic pressure P. then dW - -PdV. and then
(6.12) implies dS -= O~This result has led to the state-
ment, ""the equations of motion are valid only for
isentropic flow.~' In the study of shock~ the further
aflument has been made. "'since the equations of mu.
tion are valid only for isentropic now~and since a shock
is known to be dissipative. then a shod must be a real
mathematicaldiscontinuity.n

In the present approaeh. the equations of motion win
never ne-:dto be ."corteCted.'"Further. sintt en\rot)y is a
thcrmooftUlmic quantity. it has oothinc fo do 'HOththe
equations of motion. To make cenain there is no qucs-
\\~\\ abou\ \~St and re\a\ed 'PO'1\\!.."'e 'N\\\ !.ummantt
the most important facts., which hold within the as.
sumption of a continuous material and the laws of
mechanics.

Finally, note tha'-we have made it an the way throUJ,h
the 100ndations of continuum mechanics without
haviDf,to worry about strain compatibility condItions.
This is not to be taken as evidence tbat the student can
icnore strain compatibility at wiU, in any future
endeavor.

r.



CHAPTER III

THERMOELASTICITY

The physical content of thermoelasticity is the equi-
librium thermodynamics of a solid of arbitrary crystal
symmetry in the presence of anisotropic stresses. In
contrast to continuum mechanics, this subject is not so
widely known; the elasticity part is wen known, but the
coupling to thermodynamics is not. The present chapter
is a separate part of the overall theory, entirely separate
from continuum mechanics or plastic flow. Recom-
mended references for thermoelasticity are a review
article,4 and Chapter I of the book.s

7. Isotropic-Pressure Thermodynamics

To illustrate the basic idea, we will take the simple
case where the stress is isotropic (hydrostatic) pressure
P:

Ljj = - POij . (7.1)

We think of an equilibrium-thermodynamic process.
and we want to integrate the appropriate ditTerential
equations to calculate the thermodynami<: quantities of
interest throughout the process. The process will thus be
represented by a sequence of equilibrium states. While
time may be thought of as an implicit variable of the
process, time does not explicitly enter the equations,
because equilibrium thermodynamics has no de-
pendence on rates. Also, equilibrium thermodynamics
customarily applies to a macroscopic system which is
homogeneous, i.e. one in which thermodynamic
variables are constant throughout. Alternatively, we can
use the concept onocal thermodynamic equilibrium, in
which the thermodynamic variables are fields, but al1
the equilibrium relations hold locally. The equations of
the present chapter can be viewed in either way: as
global or local. Also, note that thermodynamics operates
entirely in the rest frame of the material, globaIIy or
locally. And finally, so as not to leave the reader with the
wrong idea, we recaII from Chapter I that when ir-
reversible thermodynamics is coupled into the system
of equations, one or more of the equilibium relations
will be alt~red.

To proceed, we assume that all thermodynamic quan-
tities of interest are known in the "current state." Since
tne stress is pressure, only two thermodynamic
variables are needed to specify a state, and these will be
taken as V ?nd S. At each current state, we are given the
proper dV and dS to increment to the next state. With
this information. and the thermodynamic differential
eQuations, it is possible to integrate to find all the
thermodynamic quantities of interest in the next state.
The source ofinformation for the increments dV and dS

will in fact be the equations of motion and the ir..
reversible thermodynamics, but this point is not rele-
vant in setting up the thermoelastic theory. The easiest
way to construct the thermodynamic equations is to
start with a state function, from which all quantities can
be derived. When V and S are the independent
variables, the state function is the internal energy. We
write.

U = U(V,S) , (7.2)

and the pressure and temperature are first derivatives,

P - - au) ,
- av S

(7.3)

au
)T=asv'

(7.4)

Secvnd derivatives ofU produce the quantities

B = adiabatic bulk modulus,
y = Gruneisenparameter,
C = constant-volumeheat capacity. (7.5)

These quantities are defined by the relations

a:!u

)av:! S

ap

)=-ws
= pB . (7.6)

a:!u

)avas sv
= - pyT . (7.7)

a2U

)as:! v

aT

)=asv
T
C (7.8)

Now the ditTerentials of the dependent vanables can be
constructed. For the internal energy, we write

av

)
av

)dV = - dV + - dS .
av s as v

and with (7.3) and (7.4) this is

dU = - PdV + TdS . (7.9)

In the same way dP and dT are expressed as

dP = - pBdV + pyTdS , (7.10)
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di =- - pyidV + TdSC (7.11)

This procedure can be continued to higher orders~ ob-
viously the dependent variables will continue to be
coupled from one order to the next.

Let us consider how these equations can be used to
integrate tht equilibrium-thermodynamic process
under study. First. dY and dS are given for every current
state, hencl' V and S are always avail~ble, by integration
from the initial state. U is obtained by integrating dU;
dU is calculated from (7.9) ifP and T are known; P and
T are obtained by integrating dP and dT; these are
calculated from (7.10) and (7.ll) if B, y, and Care
known; and so on. The hierarchy has to be broken in
order to do any real calculation. It can be broken at the
level of(7.10) and (7.11), ifB, y, and C are regarded as
known func:ions of V and S. This is generally the
approach taken in the present work. On the other hand,
the hierarchy can be broken one level earlier, namely at
the level of (7.9), if P and T are regarded as known
functions of V and S.

The independent variables do not have to be V and S.
When thermodynamics is coupled to continuum me-
chanics, it is often convenient to choose V and U as
independent variables. However, it should be rec-
ognized that whatever the independent variables, the
hierarchic nature of the thermodynamic equations is
still present. It will always be necessary to break the
hierarchy, by using equation-of-state information, or by
introducing an approximation. A simple example,
which represents common practice in hydrodynamic
computer codes, is as follows. The independent
variables are V and U. In (7.9), TdS is approximated by
-qdV, where q is the artificial viscosity:

dU = - (P + q)dV. (7.12)

The increment dV is supplied from the equations of
motion, P is a known function of V and U (the equation
of state). and q is a known function of V, -v.and U,
where Vis the Lagrangiantime derivativeofV. Hence,
dU can be ca1culated, and the system of equations is
closed.

Incidentally, another useful form of(7.7) is the com-
mon expression for y,

ap

)PY=aUy
(7.13)
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ihis and an tbe other thermodynamicrelationsof the
presentsectioncan be found in Chapter I of Reference
5.

8. Anisotropic Stresses

The concepts here, and the procedure, will be essen-
tially the same as in the last section. With anisotropic
stresses, an equilibrium thermodynamic state can be
specified by the elastic configuration, or by the stress
tensor, plus one more variable such as entropy or tem-
perature. The different sets of independent variables
have different advantages, and for any given problem,
the practicing theorist should be able to transform from
one set to another. Here the independent variables will
be taken to be the elastic configuration and the entropy.
Since it will eventually be necessary to differentiate
between elastic and plastic strains, we will use a super-
script e to denote elastic strains. The incremental elastic
strain gradients duij carry the current configuration x
into the next configuration x + dx. The incremental
entropy dS represents entropy from all sources. Thus,
the independent incremental variables, which are
presumed given for each current state, are the set
{duij,dS}. The symmetric elastic strains dEijare

1
dEij = -:;-(du~ + duTi) .

~
(8.1)

The rotations are to be thought of as rigid, hence rota-
tion increments are denoted simply by droij,where

I
droij= '2 (duij- duji) . (8.2)

Also, with (8.1) and (8.2), the set of independent
variables can be taken as dEij,droij.and dS:

{duij,dS}= {dEtj,droij,dS} . (8.3)

In order to simplify the notation. we will adopt the
practice of omitting the indication, in partial de-
rivatives, of which variables are to be held constant.
This can be done because, once the set of independent
variables is specified, any. partial c~riva1ive is to be
carried out with all the remaining independent variables
held constant. For example, for any function f, aflaS
means all eij and (.I)ijare held constant. Also. afliJefi
means S, an (.I)ij,and all other eij are held constant. A
subtle point regards the enumeration of inderendent
variables. All nine Eij.and all nine roij.are regarded as
independent variables, and all sums over i contain three
terms, all sums over both j andj contain nine terms, and



so on. The symmetry relations among the Etand the OOij
are regarded as constraints. This is how the algebra is
done. Returning to the matter of notation, the practice
of omitting the indication of which variables are held
constant is common in calculus, but it is not common in
thermodynamics. Obviously, it will not work when one
is trying to calculate a change from one set of indepen-
dent variables to another. The practice will be followed,
when possible, for the remainder of this work.

The combined first- and second-laws of
thermodynamics is

dU = dW~+ TdS . (8.4)

The work done on a material by stresses is given by
(6.7), and this is elastic work dWc when the strains are
elastic. Hence (8.4) is

pdU = tijdeij + pTdS . (8.5)

The customary expressions for stresses and tempera-
ture. as energy derivatives, follow directly from (8.5):

au
tij = P aEt '

(8.6)

T = au
as . (8.7)

Also (8.5) implies that U is invariant under rigid rota-
tions:

iJU = 0
aco'J

(8.8)

The next step is to construct thermoelastic equations for
increments in the dependent variables which appear in
the equation for dU, namely tij and T.

Another subtle point arises. It goes without saying
that both sides of any thermodynamic equation are
evaluated at the same state. In the case of (8.7), the
equation is valid for any configuration, and hence it can
be differentiated with respect to strain. Equation (8.6) is
also valid for any configuration. but the equation has
already been evaluated at Eij= C01j= O. This means
that (8.6) cannot be differentiated with respect to strain.
Alternatively, if you calculate d'tij/af.~R,or a'tijldOOU,by
differentiating (8.6), you will get the wrong answer.

To calculatecorrect strain derivatives of the stress
tensor is merely a matter of algebra. It is done in
Reference4, equations(6.9)and (6.11),and the result is

O'tij-=B
iJetr ijU,

(8.9)

d'tij I

aoou= '2 (tirOjk- tikOj2+ tjROik - tjkOiR),
(8.10)

where Bijkeis an adiabatic stress-strain coefficient. The.
letter B is in respect of F. Birch. Since we want to
establish, within this monograph, the foundations for
the most important parts of the theory, we wi!! justify
the above two equations. The first onc is to be con-
sidered a definition of the stress-strain coefficients. If
from any equilibrium state one changes the stress by
dtij. at constant S. and the elastic strain d~R results, the
incremental stress-strain relation constitutes a defini-
tion of Biju:

dtjj = Bijk~dE{r .

To relate this definition to the case of isotropic pressure,
by analogy, it is the same as introducing the adiabatic
bulk modulus by means of its stress-strain definition.
namely

B = - V(aP/aV)s .
instead of as a second derivative of the energy [see
equation ( ; .6)].

The significance of (8.10) is as follows. When an
element of mass ui'dergoes pure elastic strain d£&,the
corresponding dtij is given by (8.9). This thermoelastic
relation is rotationally invariant. i.e. it does not know
whether or not the mass element has rotated. If the mass
element has in fact rotated. then the stress has rotated
with it. Hence. compcnents of stress in the laboratory
system are changed. and it is this change which equation
(8.10) gives. In detail. assume that a mass element
rotates by drojj.and the stress tensor rotates with it. Then
taJin the laboratory system is given by (RtR-' )ij.where
R = I + doo.to order dro. Let us denote the change in
the stress components, in the laboratory system. due to
the rotation. as dt:j:

dtij = (RtR-1 )ij - T,j . (8.11)

Straightforward evaluation ofthi~ gives

dtij = - (tikdrokJ + tjkdcoki) . (8.12)

But this is precisely the result obtained from (8.10),
when dtij is calculated from the expression
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otij
dtfj = -- dmu

Orokt
(8.13)

This justifies (8.10).

Let us continue the program of calculating de-
rivativesrequiredto constructequationsfordtijand dT.
TheanisotropicGriineisenparameters'Yijare definedby

3'tij

as = - pTYij . (8.14)

They are expressed as energy derivatives by differentiat-
ing (8.6):

a2u
- - e .

TYij- aSDEij
(8.15)

The Yijrepresent the thermal energy contribution, or
heat contribution, to the stresses, as can be seen by
rewriting (8.14) in the form

atij )PYij = - au TI .
(8.16)

The subscript 11means at constant elastic configuration;
its use is historical. SThe heat capacity at constant elastic
configuration is CIJ'defined by

aT T
as = C '11

(8.17)

and with (8.7), this is expressed as an energy derivative,

T a2u

Cl1 - as:!
(8.18)

Finally, from (8.7), and with (8.8) and (8.15), the strain
derivativesof the temperatureare

aT
Ty..- =- IJ

aEij
(8.19)
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aT = 0
amij

(8.20)

Equations for dtij and dT can at last be written down,
with the help of various preceding equations. The re-
sults are:

dtij = Bijude[t + dttj - P'YijTdS , (8.21)

dT = - Tv..d~~+ TdS
'IJ ~IJ -

Cl1
(8.22)

This is the second level of the thermoelastic hierarchy,
following equation (S.5), which is the first level. We
break the hierarchy at this level, by assuming the coeffi-
cients C", 'Yij,and Bijkt are known functions of the
independent variables.

For abbreviation, it is often convenient to use Voigt
notation, in which one Greek-letter index replaces a pair
ij, according to the following scheme:

ij =
a =

11 22 33 32 or 23 31 or 13 21 or 12
1 2 3 4 5 6

(8.23)

Obviously, this replacement is allowed whenever a coef-
ficient is symmetric in ij, as are tu and Yij:each of these
matrices has only six independent components. From
the definition (8.9), the Bijuare symmetric in ij, and also
in k2, so they can be written in Voigt notation:
Bijkf -- BAp, Complete Voigt symmetry, or simply
Voigt symmetry. means a set of coefficients is sym-
metric in Voigt indices. The Bapdo not have Voigt
symmetry in general, since in general Bali -+ Bpa.The
use of Voigt notation introduces some tricky counting
problems; sums on repeated indices. or tensor contrac-
tions, acquire counting factors when expressed in Voigt
notation. We will not use Voigt notation in algebraic
manipulations, but only in expressing the results.

The student should be aware of the fact that there are
different sets of "elastic coefficients,n with different



properties. Three sets in particular are important. The
elastic constants Cijkeare symmetric-strain derivatives
of a state function, of the internal energy for the
adiabatic constants, and of the Helmholtz free energy
for the isothermal constants. The Cijkfalways have Voigt
symmetry. The coefficients AijkRare nonsymmetric de-
rivatives, whose physical significance is that they govern
smalJ-amplitude wave propagation in solid:;, for exam-
ple. ultrasonic waves. The Ajju never have Voigt sym-
metry. unless the stresses are zero. Finally, the Bijkeare
the coefficients in stress-strain relations, and they have
Voigt symmetry when the stress is isotropic pressure.
These three sets of coefficients differ from one another
by terms linear in stresses. The three sets are the same at
zero stress. but their stress derivatives arc never the
same.

A common circumstance in treatises on elastic-plastic
strain is that "equation number onen is Hooke's law. Iu
the present work. the first term on the right of (8.21) is
Hooke's law. in differential form. Omitting considera-
tion of the rotation term, there is still another contribu-
tion to (8.21). and that is the term in TdS. That term is
necessary for the specification of d'tij. Even if one
changes variables, the equivalent of the TdS term will
always be present on the right side of (8.21). In other
words, stress can never be expressed in terms of strain
alone.

To complete the present discussion. we will write the
equation for the adiabatic stress-strain coefficients. as
strain derivatives of the jntemaJ energy.

a:!u

BCJu= P iJ£~a£ie

1
+ 4" ('tikOj9+ 'tirOjk+ 'tjk()if+ 'tjf(),k~- 4 'tij()kI)

(8.24)

9. Approximation of Small Aaisotropy

Thermoelasticity was developed in the first place to
describe experiments, especiaJIy stress-strain experi-

ments and wave-propagation experiments, on sinsJe
crystals in the presence of applied stresses. Applications
of thermoelasticity can become quite complicated,
especially for crystals of low symmetry. On the other
hand, in plastic flow experiments, it is often possible to
consider the solid under study as nearly isotropic. A
polycrystalline aggregate, for example, is approximately
isotropic for many purposes. It is therefore useful to
simplify the thermoeIastic equations for the case of an
isotropic solid.

Of course, as soon as an anisotropic stress is applied, the
solid undergoes anisotropic elastic strain, and in this
state the solid is not isotropic. But if the anisotropy of
the elastic strain is small, then the material anisotropy
will be small, and this wil1be the basis of our approx-
imation. Ultimately, we rely on plastic flow to keep the
anisotropy of elastic strains small, or equivalently, to
keep the stress deviators small. There will always be
some solids for which the approximation is not accep-
table.

Let us begin by making a formal expansion of
thermodynamic functions in anisotropic elastic strains.
The initial isotropic state {V,s}of a solid goes at con-
stant entropy and at constant volume to the anisotropic
state {x.S},by the elastic strains eij. Then for any
thermodynamic function f,

af
f(x S) = f{VS) + - E~. + ...

, , aeij IJ
(9.1)

where + ... represents terms of second and higher
order in the £ij,and where,

Vex) = V . (9.2)

Obviously. (9.1) cannot be applied across a phase
boundary. Otherwise. however. (9.1) is not an approx-
imation, and it gives a way to calculate thermodynamic
functions in anisotropic states. This expansion will be
used in Chapter V to calculate stress-strain coefficients
in biaxially strained states. For the present purpose,
(9. I) allows us to make a precise definition of the sman-
anisotropy approximation.
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The approximation is easily visualized in terms of the

equilibrium thermodynamic process of the preceding

section.While the process goes along a line in

anisotropic-statespace,having volume VCx)and en-
tropy S at any point, a unique image point moves along a
line in isotropic-~tate space, always having the same V
and S. The second-order coefficients are evaluated at the
image point.

The approximation of small anisotropy leads to the
following replacements:

Cl)-- C . (9.3)

(9.4)'YiJ- 'YOij .
and the Biju are replaced by the isotropic-solid Ba'h
which have the following symmetry:

(9.5)

Ther~ are only two independent Bap. because of the
addif!onal relation

I
B44 = 2" (BII - B12) .

(9.6)

An equivalent pair of stress-strain coefficients are the
adiabatic bulkand shear moduh. Band G respectively.

related to the BUi}according to

4
BII = B + - G3 (9.7)

B44= G . (9.8)

Still another equivalent pair are the Lame coefficients A
and P. which are not stress-strain coefficients, but are
elastic constants:

BII = A. + 2p - P , (9.9)
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BoW= Jl - P , (9.10)

where P is the pressure of the isotropic state:
P = P(V,S). It is also useful to relate the Bapto wave-
propagation velocities. If C2and c, are, respectively, the
velocities of longitudinal and transverse adiabatic
waves, then

B11= pe; . (9.11)

(9.12)B44= pc; .

It is common practice to define a ..bulk smmd velocity"
CB,according to the relation

., 4., .,
B = per- 3"pet= peii . (9.13)

However, no elastic wave actually travels at this veloc-
ity in an isotropic solid.

The approximation of small anisotropy is to be used
in the equations for dUo dtij. and dT, which are (8.5).
(8.21), and (8.22). It will be convenient to change stress
variables, from tij lO the set P.Sij,defined in (5.2) and
(5.3). We will also use conservation of mass. equation
(4.16), for the elastic strains,

d~nV = d&~1 + d&~:!+ d&S~ . (9.14)

This equation introduces a new notation, ir. which
Cartesian indices are written as numbers 1,2,3, and
repeated numbers are not summed. There are times
when the algebra is simplified by enumerating the
Cartesianindices,and explicitlywritingoutall the terms
in a calculation.Resultsfor the tbermoelasticequations
in the small-anisotropyapproximationare as follows:

dU = -PdV + TdS + VSijd&ij, (9.15)

(9.]6)dP = - Bd~nV+ pyTdS .
dT = - yTd2nV+ '!~SC (9.17)

dStl = 2G(dE~. - ~ d2nV) + dsCf.
(9.18)

dS12 = GdEY2+ dsCf2 , (9.19)

where the remaining diagonal and off-diagonalstress
deviatorsare givenby obvious relabclingof (9.18)and
(9.19),respectively.The rotation termsare

dsYll= 2(SI1<lOOI:!+ SL\QCOn) , (9.20)

BI1 BJ:! BI2

DJ:! BI1 BI:!I 0
BI2 BI2 BII

I

B44 0 0
0 10 B44 0

0 0 844



dsr~ = (S2~- SJl )<fOOl.:!+ s23doo\3+ Sl3doo23, (9.21)

and the remaining rotation terms are given by cyclic
permutation ofindices in (9.20) and (9.21).

Once again, consider the equilibrium thermodynamic
process, in which the solid moves along a line whose
points are specified by {x,S},while its image moves
along a corresponding line specified by {V,S}.The image
is undergoing a process in isotropic-state space, and
hence is governed by the equations of Section 7. Let us
use the subscript I, for isotropic, to denote variables
belonging to the image. Then comparison of the small-
anisotropy equations (9.15) through (9.17) with the
isotropic equations (7.9) through (7.11), and remember-
ing that Vex) = V,givesthe results

P(x,S) = P)(V,S) .

T(x,S) = T)(V,S)

(9.22)

(9.23)

U(x,S) = V,(V,S) + U,\(x,s) , (9.24)

where U." is the anisotropic elastic energy of the solid,
and is given by

u '\b~,S)= f VSijdeij . (9.25)

The integral is along thr. path of the process, from the
initial state to the current state. The above equations
show that the approximation of small anisotropy re-
duces the thermoelastic process to a "minimally
anisotropic" one: the mean compressive stress and the
temperature can be obtained from isotropic equation-
of-state data, and the presence of anisotropy is con-
tained only in the existence of nonzero stress deviators,
and of the anisotropic elastic energy. Of course, when
thermoelasticity is coupled to continuum mechanics,
the presence vf these anisotropic terms will affect the
course of the process, at each timestep.

Just how good the approximation of small anisotropy
is wi.1depend largely on your point of view. From the-
solid state physics point of view, where elastic coeffi-
cients are standard precision tools of the trade, the
approximation is not acceptable. In calculating
processes in the explosive deformation of metals, the
small-anisotropy approximation may very well be the
best one can do.
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CHAPTER IV

PLASTIC FLO\V AND IRREVERSIBLE
THERMODYNAMICS

The first, two sections of this chapter describe the
simplest theory of plastic flow for an isotropic solid,
namely the PrandtJ-Reuss-von Mises theory. Some stan-
dard textbooks on this subject are HiU,6 Mendelson,7
and Kachanov. 11Techniques for computer calculation of
elastic-plastic flow problems in one and two dimensions
arediscussedby Wilkins.'i The constitutive equation for
heat transport is discussed in the third section. In the
last section, the entropy production is specified, and the
complete irreversible-thermodynamic theory of elastic-
plastic flow is summarized.

10. Plastic Yield

To fully appreciate the criterion for plastic yielding, it
is helpful to take a brief look at the kinematics of stress
in an isotropic solid. Under rotation R, t transforms as
RtR-I. A real-symmetric 3 X 3 matrix has three rota-
tional invariants. and for the stress tensor they are
denoted TI. T2.and T3:

T, = Tr t = tll + t:: + t:\J ' (10.1)

T Z = tT2 + t~3 + tjl
- (tilt!: + t!:!t.U + "CHtI1) , ( I0.2)

T3 = 11 "CII = "Cllt~2t_H + 2tl~t~3t31

- ("Cllt~.~+ t!:tJI + t:uth) . (]0.3)

The rotational invariants of the real-symmetric matrix
of stress deviators are denoted SI. S:. and S3. and with
the above three equations. they can be expressed as

Sj = Trs = 0 . (10.4)

I ~

S., = T., + - T-1- - 3
(10.5)

1 2 1

S3 = T3 + '3 TIT2 + i7Ti
(10.6)

S,2is an important measure of the stress anisotropy, and
it is useful to express S2in alternate forms. A commonly
appearing form is

S,2 = ~[(tll-t,22)1 + (t22-tn)2 + (tn-tlln

+ (tT2+th+tJI) . (10.7)

In terms of the stress deviators, 52is simply

I
S2 = '2SjjSij . (10.8)
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In principal axes, both t and s are diagonal. and (l0.8)
reduces to

I, , ,
S2 = '2(Sil + s~~ + S33) . ( 1 .:J)

Given a plane. the stress acting on it can be resolved
into a normal component and a tallge1ltialcomponent.
For the plane 1.for example. the normal stress is tl.. and
components of the tangential stress are TI~and tl~. We
will consider normal and tangential stresses in the prin"
cipal axis system. The tangential stresses have local
minima. with the value zero. on the principal planes.
They have local maxima on planes which bisect the
principal axes, and the maximum values are
:t Ih(TII-Tz2).:t Ih(t::-T..:-), :t Ih(T~:\-T:d. These are
called the principal tangential stresses. In principal axes.
the spherical stress line (also called the hydrostatic line)
is the octahedral line TII=T::=t".~.Planes perpendicular
to this line (octahedral planes) are planes of constant
spherical stress. which is constant mean compressive
stress in our notation. Recall that an arbitrary stress is
represented by a vector in principal axes. Hence. an
arbitrary stress is deromposable into a projection onto
the sph~rical stress line. and a projection onto the
octahedral plane. In our notation. these projections are
proportional to the mean compressive stress, and the
shear stress. Specifically', the stress vector in principal
axes has the following properties:

VTi,+t~z+'d.. = length of stress vector.

- \IT P = lengthof sphericalstressprojection.

\f1S; = lengthof octahedral-planeprojection.
(10.10)



The concept of yield is as follows. If the stresses
applied to an elastic-plastic solid are increased from
zero. the response of the solid is initially elastic, and
when the anisotropic stresses reach a certain ..point,"
plastic flow begins. The point reached is a point on the
yield surface. The yield surface depends on the state of
the solid when the experiment is performed; it depends.
f'jr example. on the temperature, the pressure, and the
dislocation density. For the moment, let us consi<ler
merely the stress dependence: the yield surface is given
by an expression of the form f(tjj) = O.Foran isotropic
solid, the yield surface should depend on the stress only
through the rotational invariants. which means
tlT..T2,T3) = o. Changing variables with the aid of
(10.4) through (10.6) gives tlP,S~,S3) = O.But from the
decomposition of the stress in principal axes. and argu-
ing that the yield surface should not depend on P,
because it is the anisotropic part of the stress that drives
plastic flow,one expects the yield surface to depend only
on 52. This is the approximation of von Mises:10yield
occurs when the component of tangential stress on the
octahedral plane reaches a fixed valuc. von Mises in-
troduced the constant K. and wrote the yield condition
in principal axes as

1 ') 1 ') I , ,
4'(tll-t22)' + '4(t22-tn)- + 4'(t3r-tll)- = 2K- .

( 10.11)

This is the same as

4 ')

S2 = "JK- . (10.12)

In the present work, we define a rotationally invariant
effective shear stress t. according to

. 3 3
r = 4'5:! = iSijSij ,

t:::O. ( 10.13)

The von Mises yield condition is then t = K. In the
nextsection,wewillgeneralizethis to a flowrule.
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It is worthwhile to compare our notation with that of
the textbooks. Hi1I6defines a generalized stress, or effec-
tive stress, or equivalent stress, which he calls 0, and
whicl: i:; 2t. Mendelson 7 defines an octahedral shear
stress 'fOCI'which is ~t. Kachanov8 defines a tangen-
tial stress intensity T. which is V4TJt. Wilkinsil writes
the yield condition in principal axes as

(tll-t22)2 + (t22-t33)2 + (t33-tll)2 = 2(yO)2 .

yO is the yield in simple tension, hecause for simple
tensIOn tll = t22 = 0, and the.yield condition is then
t)) = Yo. Mendelson7and Kaclianov8use th~ same
condition as Wilkins. but with yo replaced by 0'0and O's,
respectively.

11. Plastic Flow

The plastic strain (or flow) will be denoted by a
superscript p, as dec. For a process in which elastic and
plastic strains are going on simultaneously. it is possible
to add the two kinds of strain in infinitesimal form. Th{:
total strain dEijis then

dEij = dEfj + dE& . (11.1)

Sincethe rotationis rigid.involvingneitherelasticnor
plasticstrain. incrementsof the displacementgradients
are

dUij = d&tj+ dEij + droij . (11.2)

Nowa problem arises. Consider the transformation a.
which transforms the initial configuration X to the
current configuration x. Increments dajj of the total a
are defined by (4.10). together with (11.2), and thes~
increments can be integrated along the process to give
«(X-x) for any configuration x. Thus. the total con-
figuration is known, for every mass element and for
every time. Furthermore, it is possible to write equa-
tions for daf; and daG separately, under the condition
that aij = afkafj.The total a has the same meaningas
before. but the component matrices a~and uP have no
meaning, because they do not commute. In other words:

, " ,._.,--, ~ " ~.~.~.~,- .~_.~.
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The problem is resolved as follows. First, the in-
cremental strains d£t and dECare perfectly good dif-
ferential variables for the coupled differential equations
of a flow process; these equations can still be :ntegrated
step by step. However, we do not have the elastic
configuration available as an integrated state variable.
But the integrated stresses tij can serve as state variables
for thermoelasticity. These and one other variable, say
S, completely specify a thermoelastic state, including the
elastic configuration. For the plastic strain, we will
introduce a non-negative scalar measure of the total
plastic strain increment, and the integral of this will
provide a measure of the total plastic strain which has
occurred in the material.

The simplification of plastic strain is accomplished
by the Prandtl-Reuss approximation: it is assumed that
plastic strain increments are proportional to the cor-
responding stress deviators. 1 1.12 That is,
dEC = sijdA,where dA is some scalar infinitesimal. To
identify an effective plastic strain in dA,we divide by the
effective shear stress t. and write the Prandtl-Reuss
appproximation as

3sj'
dEP = ---1d\11

Jj 4t T
(11.3)

where d\Vis the effective plastic strain increment. With
the Prandtl-Reuss approximation. there is no volume
change due to plastic strain, Le.

d~nVP= dEf.= 0 . (11.4)

because Sll = O. This property is in accord with the
experimental observation that plastic strain is volume
conserving.

Another property of the effective plastic strain results
from the physical nature of the process, namely that
plastic strain is a stress-relaxing process. For any in-
cremental process which occurs at constant total con-
figuration. i.e. dE,j = 0, the set of plastic increments dElj
must be such as to reduce the magnitude of each and
every S;j.With the Prandtl-Reuss approximation, this
wil1be the case if and only if dV > O.The simplest way
to show this is to calculate the incremental plastic work
done on a mass element. This is given by equation (6.7),
with the total strains replaced by plastic strains:

pdWP == tjjd£C . (11.5)

Thus, the plastic work is work done by the stresses
against the plastic strains (there is no restriction on the
total dEijhere). With tij replaced by Sjj - POjj,and with
the Prandtl-Reuss approximation (11.3). the plastic
work is

3 -
pdWP = - (s"-P~" )s..d\ll

4t IJ UIJ Ij T . (11.6)

From this it is seen that the mean compressive stress
does no work in plastic strain, because Sij = O.With the
definition of t, equation (10.13). the plastic work be-
comes

pdWP = 2td'l' . (11.7)

Now in any mass element, plastic strain cannot proceed
in such a way as to do work on the surroundings.
Therefore, we must have dWP ~ 0, and since t ~ 0,

d\V ~ 0 . (11.8)

This condition is not to be regarded as a constraint.
because it should be automatically satisfied in any cor-
rect calculation. As a result of (11.8), for any mass
element, the integrated plastic strain '11is a nondecreas-
ing function of time.

With the Prandtl-Reuss approximation, the con-
stitutive behavior of a solid is almost completely speci-
fied. It remains only to specify the behavior of the
effective shear stress t. This alone is an extremely
difficult undertaking, because of the complications of
plastic flow behavior in real solids. We will merely try to
list the variables which control the behavior of t, and
that for an isotropic solid only. The von Miscs constant
K is generalized to a flow surface, such that t = K when
plastic flow is going on. K should depend on the
thermoelastic state, which for an isotropic solid is speci-
fied by V and S. A dependence on pressure is implied
here. In contrast to von Mises. original point of view,
which neglects the dependence of K on P, because P
does not drive plastic flow. we may want to apply the
theory at pressures high enough to alter the material
properties. Hence the dependence on pressure is kept.
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The effect of work hardening is represented by a de.
pendence ofK on the plastic strain \jI,and also K should
depend on the plastic strainrate \fI, which is the La.
grangian time derivative ofW.

.; = ::)x .
(11.9)

Hence. in the plastic flew regime, Le. when \fI > o.

t = K(\jI.\fI.V.S). (11.10)

When the effective shear stress is inside tht' flow surface.
the plastic flow ceases and the solid is in the elastic
regime. with \fI = 0:

t :s K(\jI.O.V.S) . (11.11)

These two equations represent a common way of ex-
pressing the plastic constitutive behavior of an isotropic
solid. However. the relations are presumably unique.
which means invertible. and it is logically simpler to
think of the plastic strainrate as the dependent variable.
This approach also has better stability properties for
numerical calculations. Hence. (11.10) and. (11.11)
together are written

\jI = \jI(t. \jI.V.S) . (11.12)

This is the plastic constitutive equation.
In recent years. Los Alamos has undertaken signifi-

ca.. work to extend our understanding of plastic con-
stitutive behavior of metals. A great amount of ex-
perimental work on plastic response to biaxial loading
was reviewed by Hecker.l:\ Extensive experimental
studies have been done on very large defom1ations at
low strainrates.14-18A new generation of high.strainrate
experiments. with Vin the range 10:\ to 107 S*I.has been
undertaken. IqEffort is also being directed at the prob-
lem of rationalizing experimental data. A method is
being developed, based on Taylor factors.~(}to account
for slip on single-crystal planes in a polycrystalline
aggregate.:!1A case has been made for the importance of
dislocation drag at high strainrates.~2 And finally. fol-
lowing the argument of Fred Kocks. one will eventually
want to replace '" in the plastic constitutive equation by
a parameter which more accurately represents the inter-
nal plastic state of a solid. :!J.24

12. Constitutive Equation for Heat Transport

The continuity equation (6.9) for heat transport is

pdQ = - V. J dt . (J2.1)
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To obtain a closed system of equations for heat trans-
port alone. it is customary to eliminate Q in favor ofT.
Let us assume, for the sake of discussion, that the
process considered is at constant pressure. Then
dQ = CpCiT.where Cl'is the heat capacity per unit mass
at constant pressure. and (12. I) reads

aT
PCI' - + V. J = 0

at . ( 12.2)

This is to be coupled to a constitutive equation for the
heat current J. An equation which includes the rate-
dependence of J is

aJ
e - + J = - ICVTat . (12.3)

where 9 is a relaxation time and 1Cis the thermal
conductivity. The meaning of e is as follows: if VT is
suddenly changed. J changes in response. with a relaxa-
tion time e. With the relaxation equation for J. the
temperature obeys a dissipative wave equation.

a~T 1 aT IC
V:T = 0+ --

at~ 9"at epCp
(12.4)

This equation describes the propagation of thermal
signals. The maximum propagation velocity which can
be achieved. according to (12.4). is

..r;-
Vm= V ~ .

(12.5)

For a metal. e should be roughly the electron-phonon
relaxation time. say about 10.14s. and VI11should be
several cm/llS.

For most problems of tht'rmoelastic.plastic flow in
solids. the propagation of thermal energy is not impor-
tant. Heat is generated locally. by plastic dissipation.
and the imponant process of heat transport is heat
conduction. In other words. the relaxation term in (12.3)
should be negligible for most problems. The condition
that this term is negligible is simply

dJ << J in a time 9. (12.6)

With this approximation. the constitutive equation for
heat transpon reduces to Fourier's law of heat conduc-
tion:

J = - teVT . (12.7)

'. '" ." ,'.. ..~..' .-"' ,' .", ~r" ~-._--. .



When this is coupled to the continuity equation (12.2),
the result is a diffusion equation for the temperature:

pCp aT - V2T = 0 .-;( at (12.8)

The diffusion equation will not describe propagation of
a thermal signal. It is consistent only with an infinite
velocity of propagation. The reason for this is in the
approximation (12.6), which will always fail when J is
sufficiently close to zero. If this defect in the theory does
not cause a problem in an actual computation, then one
can usually justify use of the conduction equation
(12.7).

13. Irreversible Thermodynamics

Consider processes which are sufficiently close to
equilibrium so that the total center-of-mass energy can
be identifed as the thermodynamic internal energy.
Then dE = dU in the continuum-mechanic equation
for conservation of energy, (S.IO) or (6.11). Writing dW
as the sum of elastic and pb~ tic contributions then puts
the energy equation in the form

dU = dW~+ dWP+ dQ . (13.1 )

The key step in completing the irreversible
thermodynamic description is the identification of the
enropy production. Heat transport produces entropy
dS't,according to the usual relation

TdS~ = dQ . (13.2)

Also, the plastic work is assumed to be totally
dissipated:

TdS'" = dWP . (13.3)

The total dS is dS~+ dS"',and the energyequation
(13.1) reads

pdU = tijdeij + pTdS . (13.4)

Equation (13.4) is now identical to the thermoelastic
energy equation (8.5). This identity is a necessary con-
dition for a consistent theory. With (11.7) for the plastic
work dWP,the total entropy increment is given by

pTdS = pdQ + 2td'l' . (13.5)

At this point, it is useful to make a list of the complete
set of equations which describe the- irreversible-
thermodynamic elastic-plastic flow process in a solid.

For most problems, this system can be simplified
considerably. Further, it is always possible to eliminate
the elastic strains den, in favor of the total strains d8ij
and the plastic strain d'l'. This is done merely by writing
deij = deij - dBij, and then using the Prandtl-Reuss
approximation to replace deCwith d'l'. This is a useful
step, because the ~quations of motion determine the
total dEjj.Let us make a sketch of how the system of
equations works in a numerical calculation. Suppose
that all the field functions are known in the c~.Tent state
{x,S}.Given a time increment dt, we want to evaluate
the functions at the next state {x+dx, S+dS). The equa-
tions of motion (conservation of mass and momentum)
give the increments deijand d'tij.The plastic constitutive
equation gives d'l' = \j1dt. Then the heat transport
equations and the entropy production equation give the
total dS. With these increments, the changes in the
internal energy, the stresses, and the temperature can be
calculated, and all the functions are then determined in
the next state.

It should be emphasized that the present theory can
also be used to advantage in analyzing experiments. For
most experimental cmiditions, all the material
properties in the theory are reasonably well known,
except for the plastic constitutive behavior. Hence, the
complete set of equations, together with a well-Jesigned
set of experimental measurements, will determine the
plastic constitutive behavior of a given solid. This pro-
cedure was used in analy£ing non steady shock profiles,
to determine the plastic behavior of an aluminum alloy,
fm plastic strains up to 5%,and for plastic strainrates up
to 107S.I.

In assigning the entropy production, it was assumed
that the plastic work is totally dissipated. Experimental
support for this in metals goes back to the work of
Farren and Taylor,2Sand ofTaylor and Quinney,26who
found that approximately 90% of the plastic work is
dissipated, for strains greater than a few percent. Subse-
quent research on the energy stored in cold working was
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reviewed by Tichener and Bever.27This stored energy
goes into the defect structure of the solid, most notably
the dislocation structure, and the energy is in fact re-
coverable. However. this energy is not included in or-
dinary thermoelastic theory, and an explicit accounting
of it would require a redefinition of the thermoelastic
quantities. For example. the presence of stored energy
will give rise to a negative contribution to the heat
capacity, which is strongly dependent on the heating
rate. because of annealing. Hence, the assumption of
total plastic dissipation, besides being a good approx-
imation as far as the total plastic work is concerned, also
simplifies the complete theory. In the same vein, the
remaining thermoelastic coefficients, namely the
anisotropic Gruneisen parameters and the stress-strain
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coefficients. are presumed to be independent of the
defect structure introduced by plastic flow.To the extent
of the author's knowledge, this is in accord with ex-
perimental observation. On the other hand, the signifi-
cant effect of the stored part of the plastic work, namel)
work hardening, is contained in the theory, through the
presence of the plastic strain", in the plastic constitutive
equation. FinaIJy,an observation can be made regarding
experiments designed to increase our understanding of
high-strainrate processes in solids. If one is studying a
process in which the temperature rise due to dissipation
is important, then a measurement of the temperature
can be helpful in extracting plastic contitutive behavior
from the experiment.



CHAPTER V

APPLICATION TO UNIAXIAL COMPRESSION

The purpose Qfthis chapter is to further illustrate the
general theory. The example of uniaxial flow is chosen
because of its geometrical simplicity, and also because it
includes planar wave processes. The restriction to com-
pression is done merely to avoid worrying about the sign
of the shear stress: it is always positive in compression.
The case of rarefaction, or tension, requires changing a
few signs in the equations of the first two sections of this
chapter. That the general theoretical construction in-
cludes any kind of material in a natural way is illustrated
for the case of a viscous fluid in the last section. While
the theory of the shock process is beyond the scope of
this monograph, the basic equations underlying recent
progress in shock theory are constructed, both for solids
and for viscous fluids.

14. Uniaxial Compression in an Isotropic Solid

In a Cartesian coordinate system, material mOtion is
in tP~ x-direction only. For a given mass element, the
transverse surfaces do not move. A subtle point arises
immediately. For uniaxial compression. when plastic
flow occurs, atoms actually move in transverse direc-
tions. BUtthis transverse motion of atoms does not give
rise to a net transport of mass. or a net momentum. so
the transverse motion is not seen in the continuum-
mechanic equations for conservation of mass and
momentum. The occurrence of plastic flow is accounted
for by the continuum variable \jI~the boundary condi-
tions on the material motion. if! the present case that
transverse surfaces do not move. are instrumental in
controlling the amount of plastic flow which takes place.
The same observations apply to c(}ntinuum elastic-
plastic flow in other geometries as well.

ExerciSt Is the;~r1ergyinvolvedinttansversemotion.of
atoms"duiil1gv~astic,,'flow cOht~ined.inithecontintium;o
inec!!!~i£.~!l~!m!!it~t£§~~ry!!!~!'of e~~~~! "

For uniaxial f1ow~the first step is to write down the
simplified list of continuum-mechanic variables. The
student should verify that these results follow from the
definitions of Chapter 11.and the condition of uniaxial
flow.

x -= laboratory coordinate,

x = Xa= Lagrangiancoordinate.

ax

) . .
I

.
v = - = matenalor panIcleve oclty.

at x
(14.1)

The transformation matrix is

ax

)
Pa

UJIJI = ax t = P
~'Y = tXzz = I

Clij = 0 for i +- j (14.2)

No summation is implied by repeated indices x. y. or z.
The second equality for aJ\JIfollows because I:all = pJp.
from (4.15).The symmetric infinitesimal strains are

dEu = d£nV.

all otherdEjj= 0 . (14.3)

The stress tensor has only two independenl compo-
nents, the normal compressive stress cr, and the shear
stress t. where

cr = - t,'IJI .

(cr--2t)= - tyy= - tu '

tij = 0 for i :;: j . (14.4)

The components (J and t are both positive in com-
pression. Also note there is no rotation in the case of
uniaxial flow.

'..~4) ~~"/Itren

The Lagrangi~n equation (4.18) for conservation of
mass reduces to

~ ~) + ~v) = 0 .
p' at x ax t

(14.5)

2S
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Conservation oflin",ar momentum in Lagrangian form,
equation (5.8), becomes

av

)
fiG

)Paat X + oX t = 0 .
(14.6)

To proceed to the thermoelastic equations, we need to
find expressions for the elastic and plastic components
of strain. We will mak.erepeated use of the symmetry in
y and z. The stress deviators follow from (14.4),

4
---t,

su - 3

2
Syy = 3' t

(14.7)

and the Prandtl-Reuss approximation (11.3) givt;s

de~x = -d\jl ,

I
defy = 2 d'l' . (14.8)

Then, solving the total strain increments (14.3) for the
elastic parts gives

de~x= d£nV + d\jl ,

I
d~y = - 2 d\jl . (14.9)

Hence, in uniaxial compression with plastic flow, there
are only two independent strain measures, which we will
take to be d2nV and d\jl.The energy equation (13.4) now
reduces to

pdU = - od~nV - 2td\jl + pTdS , (14.10)

and the entropy production is

pTdS = - Px)!d! + 2.wljI .
(14.11)

The heat current J is in the x-direction. The quantity of
heat Q has been eliminated in favor of J, since this
generallysimplifies computations. A tricky point should
be noted and remembered: elastic strain and piastic
strain are not separately apparent in our equations,
because they have been coupled through the boundary
condition. In (14.10). for example. the first two terms on
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the right, involving both d2nV and d'V. are just the
elastic work tudeij.

An isotropic solid under biaxial elastic strain has
tetragonal symmetry. The adiabatic stress-strain coeffi-
cients Bal}have the following symmetry:

812 BI2
B22 B23

8:!3 822

0

(14.12)

0
B44 0 0
0 866 0
0 0 866

The coefficientsB44and 866do not enter the equations
for the stressesand temperature, becausedet = 0 for
i + j. Voigt notation will also be used for the
anisotropic GrOneisen parameters: 'Yij= 'Y~. The
tetragonalsymmetryisaccountedfor by writing

'Yxx= 'YI .
'Yn = 'Yu = 'Yz . (14.13)

With these symmetries, the equations (8.21) for the
stresses, and (8.22) for the temperature, are evaluated ~o
give

do = p'YITdS- Bl1d~nV - (BI) - B12)d\jl , (14.14)

I 1
d't = IP('YI- 'Y2)TdS- 2(811 - B21)d~nV

I I I
- 2(81] + 2 822+ 2823 - BI2- B2dd\jl,

(14.15)

TdS
dT = - 'YITdQnV- ('YI- 'Y2)Td\jl+ C . (14.16)'1

The complete set of equations for uniaxial com-
pression of an isotropic solid has now been constructed.
The set consists of conservation of mass and momen-
tum, (14.5) and (14.6); the energy and entropy equa-
tions, (14.10) and (14.11); equations for the stresses and
temperature, (14.14) through (14.16); and the con-
stitutive equations for the heat current and the plastic

'"WW' ,~- ...4-'"



strainra1e.The energyequation is uncoupledfrom the
rest, and can be discarded. Further, whenever the trans-
port of heat can be neglected, then pTdS ==2'td\jl,and
dS can be eliminated from the set of equations. It was
this latter set of equations, with J = 0, which was used
to extract plastic constitutive data from weak-shock
profiles for an aluminum alloy.2KFollowing that, it was
possible to calculate equation-of-state data from the
shock measurements, explicitly accounting for the
nonsteady nature of the shock profiles.29This procedure
gives more accurate equation-of-state information than
does tlie ::ustomary method of using Hugoniot jump
conditions for the shock analysis, since the jump condi-
ions hOldonly for steady waves (see Section 16).

15. Stress-Strain Expansions

The expansions to be constructed will be helpful in
evaluating stress-strain coefficients in uniaxial flow
problems. We will have to introduce the elastic con-
stants, because the key equation, namely the elastic-
strain expansion of second-order elastic coefficients, has
been derived specifically for the elastic constants. The
general relation between stress-strain coefficients BijkQ
and elastic constants Cjk2is equation (6.10) of Reference
4:

1

Bjjk2 = Cjjk2+ "2 (tik~j2 + 'ti20jk+ 'tjkOi2

+ 'tj20ik- 2'tij~kR). (15.1)

Let us begin with an isotropic solid in the presence of
an arbitrary pressure P, in the state {V,S}.Elastic cons-
tants and stress-strain coefficients in this state will be
denoted by overhead bars, as Capand BaP'There are two
independent second-order elastic constants, given in
terms of the Lame constants A.and J.1[Reference 4,
equation (14.13)]:

t 11 = A+ 2J.1 ,

e12 = A . (15.2)

There are three independent third-order elastic con-
stants, given in terms of the Murnaghan constants~, ;,
and v [Reference 4, equation (14.14)]:

C111 = 2~+ 4; ,

C112 = 2~ ,

Cl23 = 2~ - 2; + v . (15.3)

Note for a polycrystaJline aggregate, these are
polycrystal, not single-crystal, third-order elastic con-
stants. The two independent stress-strain coefficients
follow from (1S.1) and (15.2), and they were already
used in Section 9:

BII = A + 2J.1- P ,

912= A + P . (15.4)

In making elastic strain expansions, it is convenient
to change the concept from differential relations, in-
volving the strain differentials dE~,to power-series ex-
pansions in the sman but not infinitesimal strains Eij.
One can then work to first order in the strains Eij,or to
second order, or higher. From the isotropic state {V,S},
we carry out an adiabatic elastic strain to the state
{V + Eij,S}.The strain has the biaxial symmetry of the
elastic strain which occurs in uniaxial flow, namely the
symmetry given by equation (14.9). There are only two
independent nonzero strain components, which are Eill,
and eh = e~7'The adiabatic strain expansion of the
second-order elastic constants (from an arbitrary initia1
configuration) is given by equation (8.20) of Reference
4, and in the present notation this is

Cijk~ = CjjH + [CijkmE~m + Cijm2e~m + Cimk2Efm

+ CmjHErm- Cijk~E~m + Cijk2mne~n] . ( 15.5)

Here, CijUis evaluated at the state {V + eij,S},and the
expansion is correct only to first order in the e]astic
strains. Evaluating (15.5) with the elastic constants in
(15.2) and (15.3) tells us that there are four independent
second-order elastic constants in the state {V + eij,S},
and that they have the following values to first order in
elastic strains:

Cl I = (A + 2J.1)+ (3A+6p. + 2~ + 4;)E~x

+ (- 2A - 4J1+ 4~)e~y ,

CI2 = A + ,(A +. 2~)e~x+ (4~ - 2; + V)8~y,"
'.'
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C22 - (A. + 2J.l)+ (- 'w- 2J.L+ 2~)8~x

+ (2A.+ 41J.+ 4~+4~)8h '

C:!J = A. + (- A.+ 2~ - 2; + V)8~"

+ (2A.+ 4~)8~y. (15.6)

E~Jtf.~.t!~~f91!:'§q~!~Q~'~1(\t~~.§:)'.~\t:

Equations (15.6) will be used as the basis for two
different expansions. In the first case, the elastic strain is
takenat constantvolume.Then 8~ = - 1128~x,and the
equations (J 5.6) reduce to

CII = A + 2J! + (4A + 8~.l+ 4S)8~x

I
Cl:! = A. + (A + S - "2 V)8~" ,

Cn = A.+ 2J! - (2A + 4J! + 2S)8~x .
C23 = A. - (2A. + 2S - V)E~x . (15.7)

Now to evaluate the BaP'from equation (15.1), we need
to construct the stress tensor in the state {V + Eij,S}.
From the definition of the stress-strain coefficients.
equation (8.9), and since the sti'ess knsor is -POjj in the
state {V.S},we can write

tl) = - PO,j + Bi,iUE~2 , (15.8)

to first order in the elastic strams. For the volume--
conserving elastic strain under consideration, and with
Bi.iktfrom (15.4), the result is

t:u = - p + 2().1- P)8~x .
t~1' = tZ7 = - P - (J! - P)~x ,

'Tij= 0 for i =#j . (15.9)

The stress-strain coefficients can now be evaluated at
{V+Eij,S},with the elastic constants (15.7) and the
stresses (15.9). In doing this, it is useful to change the
expansion variable. from the elastic strain Ri" to the
ratio 'T/G, where t is shear stress in the elastically-
strained state, and G is the adiabatic shear modulus in
the state {V,S}.G is given by [see equations (9.8) and
(9.10)]

G=J!-P. ( 15.10)
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Then from the definition oft, equation (14.4), and from
equations (15.9), we have

t 3-=--8e
() 2"~ (}5.11)

.i
,
'., ...'. , ,.- e' .. . ~"'~~ , -, ~ . -.- ..

Finally, the particular combinations of B~ which appear
in the uniaxial flow equations (14.14) through (14.16)
are evaluated, find the results are:

BII = (A + 2J! - P)

4 t
- 3" (2"-+ SIl + 2~ - P)a .

1
2" (B'1 - B12)= (Il - P)

I 4 t
- (A.+ 41l+ S + - v - - P) -6 3 r

1
"2 (811 - B21)= (J! - P)

J I t

- (A. + 31l+ S + "6 v - 3"P) G .
1 1 1

3(B11 + "2 B22+ "2 B23- BI2 - B2d

lIt
+ - v - - P) G .

= (~ - P) - 2(~ 6 3 (15.12)

These relations are an extension of the approximation of
small anisotropy. They give the adiabatic stress-strain
coefficients in the anisotropic state Ix,SI. in terms of
coefficients evaluated in the isotropic state {V.S},where
V(x) = V. Equations (15.12) are correct to first order in
t/G, and are equivalent to the general expansion (9.1),
to firstorder.Aresultaf( 15.12)is the first-orderrelation

1
2" (B12- B:!I) = t . (15.13)

Equations (15.12) and (15.13) were first published in
Reference I.

'@i~~i~WjY,~:;~9~~iiaij~;(~~~$i9,jY-M~:m:,tl,~~\~s~~~'::~:~t.d~~iJj.

We now want to make another expansion, which is
useful for analyzing weak shock profiles. The expansion



wi1lbe made at constant S, from the initial state ahead of
the shock,whichhas volumeV110 and Pa == O.In other
words. we are expanding on the initial-state adiahat.
S = Sa.The small but not infinitesimal plastic strain is
'V,and the elastic strains are obtained from (14.9),

~x = Rn (VIVa)+ 'V '

1
s:-~ - - \11
""}'Y- 2" 't' .

(15.14)

The variable commonly used in shock theory to rep-
resent compression is not Rn (VIVa), but is e, given by

V

e=I-"a'
(15.15)

Expansion of Rn(VIVa)for small e gives

1
in (VIVa) = - (e + '2 e2 + ...) . (15.16)

Correct to first order in e and 'V, tne expansions (15.6)
are

CII = (A+ 2~) - (3A+ 6p.+ 2~+ 4~)e

+(4A + 8p.+ 4~)'V ,

1
Ct! = A - (A+ 2~)e+ {A+ ~ - 2" v)'V '

C22 = (A + 2J.l)+ (A.+ 2~ - 2~)e

- (2A+ 4~ + 2~)\j1 ,

C23= A + (A- 2~+ 2~ - v)e

- (2A.+ 2~- v)'V . (15.17)

As usual, the stresses at constant Sare obtained from the
definition of the stress-strain coefficients. With the coef-
ficients (15.4), and noting Pa = 0, and with the strains
(15.14), the stresses to first order in Eand 'Vare

'tu = - (A+ 2J.l)e+ 2p.'V ,

tyy= tlz = - Ae- Il'l'

tij = 0 for i '*"j . (15.18)

The BaJ}are then calculated from (15.1 ), with ( 15.17) and
(15.18):

B11 - (A + 2).1)- (4A+ 8).1+ 2t + ~)e

+ (4A+ 10J!+ ~)'V ,

BI2= A + (2J!- 2t)e
1

+ (A - 2).1+ ~ - - v)'V2

1
B21= A.- 2~e+ (A.+ ~ + ~ - '2 v)'V

B22 == (A. + 2J1)+ (2J.l- 2t)e

- (2A+ 5p.+ 2~)'V ,

B23==A.+ (2A- 2~ + 2~ - v)e

- (2A.- p. .,. 2~ - v)'V . (15.19)

Equations (15.19), which are at constant S, can be
used to calculate the normal stress a, and the shear stress
t, to second order in strains at constant S. This is done
simply by omitting the TdS terms from equations
(14.14) and (14.15) for do and d't, respectively, and by
putting in the expansions (15.19). and integrating on de
and d'V. The initial conditions are Ea == 'l'a == O. The
calculation gives

0" = (A+ 2J1)&- 2J!'V

- (~ A. + 3J! + t + 2~)e! + (4A.+ lOp.+ ~)e'V

- (~ A + 6J! + ~ ~ + ~v)'112;

3
t = ~E - -Jl'V2

(15.20)

3 ")

- (A.+ 2" J! + ~)e-

3 9 3 1
+ (- A+ - Jl + - ~ + - v)e'V2 2 2 4

932
- (4" J1+ "8 v)'V . (15.21)

Once again, these equations hold on the adiabat at
S = Su'The physical path of the weak shock process lies
"above" the adiabat, since entropy is generated during
the shock process. If we neglect heat transport in the
weak shock process, (14.11) gives for the entropy

pTdS = 2td\jf . (15.22)
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This together with (15.21) shows that the entropy
change is of second order in the strains. Hence, to
calculate entropy contributions to the stresses, working
to the same order as (15.20) and (15.21), we only need to
know the coefficients of TdS to zeroth order, in the
equations for dO' and dt. Those coefficients are the
anisotropic Griineisen parameters, and to zeroth order
they simply have to be evaluated in state a:

"l1 = 1a ,

11 - 'Y2 = 0 . 05.23)

Therefore,along the physical path of the weakshock
process,the entropycontributionto 0',correctto second
order in the strains, is from (14.14)

f
l>''I'

2Ya 0 td\jl .
(15.24)

The integral has to be evaluated along the physical path.
Also, from (14.15), the entropy contribution to t is
formally of third order in the strains. These results were
first published in Reference 28.

ali~~!'

16. Steady Shock in an Isotropic Solid

The risetime of weak shocks in metals is long, and the
nonsteady wave profile can be observed in detail with
VISAR techniques.30 As the shock strength increases,
the risetime decreases, until at a hundred kbar or so. the
risetime can no longer be resolved. However, as far as it
is known experimentally, a planar shock always travels
at a constant velocity.31 Hence, for moderately strong
shocks, specifically for overdriven shocks, one expects a
shock to propagate as a steady wave. The steady-wave
condition allows the equations of motion to be inte-
grated, which profoundly simplifies the complete set of
equations for the flow process.

The symmetry is that of uniaxial compression, as
described in Section 14. For any function g(x,t), or
g{X,t), the relations between Lagrangian and Eulerian
derivatives, equations (4.12) and (4.13), reduce to

ag) Pa ag)aXt=paxt'
(16.1)
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as) ag) Og)at x=8i x+vax t
(16.2)

A steady wave i3 a wave which travels at :onstaot
velocity without changing its shape. By this we mean
that for any mnterial property g(x,t), the graph of g vs t
through the wave profile is the same for ail x. Hence
g(x,t) depends on only a single variable z, the "labora-
tory steady-wave variable:~

z = x - Dt , (16.3)

where D is the wave velocity.The steady-wavecon-
dition is

g(X,t)= g(z) . (16.4)

Partial differentiation yields

ag

) dg

ax t=c1Z '
(16.5)

~) =-D ~g
at x dz .

(I6.6)

With (16.1)and (16.2),the Lagrangianderivatives are
foundto be

~) = p-a ~
axJ t P dz '

(16.7)

. ag\ dg= - ) = (v - D) -g
at x dz .

(16.8)

The state ahead of the shock is assumed to be a
thermodynamic equilibrium state. characterized by zero
particle velocity v, zero normal stress 0', and zero heat
current J:

va = O'a = Ja = 0 . (16.9)



The state behind the shock is the Hugoniotstate, de-
noted by subscript H, and it is also assumed to be a
thermodynamicequilibriumstate:

JH = 0 . (16.10)

In the steady-wave analysis, it is convenient to use the
compression variable e, defined by (15.15). In terms of
S,equation (14.5) for conservation of mass is

~) + ~v) = 0
at x ax t .

(16.11)

With (16.7) and (16.8), and noting that ea = 0, this
integrates to

V
& = - .

D
(16.12)

In the same way, equation (14.6) for conservation of
linear momentum integrates to

0 = PaDv . (16.13)

The curve of normal stress vs compression through the
shock process is called the Rayleigh line, and from the
last two equations this curve is a straight line:

0 = PaD2e . (16.14)

It is important to recognize that the Rayleigh line is a
straight line as a result of conservation of mass, conser-
vation of momentum, and the steady-wave condition;
no more and no less.

The energy and entropy equations {14.10)and (14.11)
are already in total differential form, except for the heat
current term. With (16.3), (16.5), and (16.12), this term
can be written, for a steady wave,

- ~) dt = pdJ .
uX t PaD

(16.15)

Then the energy and entropy equations become

dJ

dU = oVade + PaD'
(16.16)

dJTdS= -
D + 2Vtd\V

Pa
(16.17)

With 0 replaced by (16.14), and with the initial condi-
tions (16.9), the integral of dU is

1 J
U - U = - D2e2+ -

a 2 PaD'
(16.18)

The Hugoniot is the locus of equilibrium states be-
hind shocks of varying strengths; the Hugoniot exists for
steady or non steady waves. The shock velocity D serves
as a parameter specifying the shock strength. The
Hugoniot jump conditions are the statements of conser-
vation of mass, momentum, and energy, across a
steady-wave shock. From the preceding integrals of the
equations of motion, the Hugoniot jump conditions for
a given shock velocity Dare

VH = DeH , (16.19)

OH = PaDVH , (16.20)

1
UH- Va = '2 D2e~ . (16.21)

It is important to remember that these conditions hold
only for a steady wave. Since 'itH = 0, the shear stress
tH is presumably on the (static) yield surface. Ifone stts
tH = 0, as an approximation, then OHbecomes the
pressure PH,and the equations (16.19) through (16.21)
become the Hugoniot jump conditions for a fluid. For a
fluid, the steady-wave Hugoniot can be constructed
from the jump conditions together with the equation of
state.

As a result of the steady-wave candition, space and
time dependence has been eliminated from the equa-
tions of motion. This cannot be done for the con-
stitutive equations, in general, but the dependence can
be reduced to the single variabie z. The heat conduction
equation (12.7) becomes

dT
J=-I(: dz ' (16.22)
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and the plastic constitutive equation (11.12) becomes

(v - D) :: = \jI(tt\V,V,S). (16.23)

We can now make a list of the complete set of equations,
called the Rayleigh-line ~quations, which govern the
steady shock process.

In these equations, one can think ofe as the independ-
ent variable, and of course V is equivalent to e. The
equations listed are seven equations in the seven depen-
dent variables 0',tt S, T, J, \jI,and z. Hence, for any given
D, the steady shock process can be calculated from the
seven equations. In fact, the set :)f equations can be
reduced algebraically. With the equation for the Ray-
leigh line itself, 0' is trivially eliminated from the set.
Also, one can use the energy equation to replace S by U,
if this change of variables is desired. The real space and
time dependence of the process can be calculated from
z(e). For example, at a constant x, say x = 0,

t(e) = - z(e)D ' (16.24)

and at a constant t, say t = 0,

x(e) = z(e) . ( 16.25)

Note that there are two rate-dependent processes
goingon simultaneously in the shock, namely the trans-
port of heat, and plastic flow. At any point in the shock,
the time dependence of the profile must be simultane-
ously consistent with both of the dissipativ~ processes.
In other wDrds, the shock risetime is consistent with
both processes at once.
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The above list of Rayleigh-line equations was used for
a detailed analysis of the process of overdriven shocks in
solids.32In doing this, the plastic constitutive eqUatiOl)
was purposefully removed from the set, on the grounds
that it is a totally unknown quantity under such shock
conditions. With one equation removed from the set, it
is still possible to learn a great deal about the steady
shock process, and to establish several theorems regard-
ing the existence of solutions. For metals, the theory
predicts that the shock risetime will decrease to around
10-125, and will not decrease further, as the shock
strength increases.33It is hoped that this prediction can
be checked by experiment within the lifetime of the
present author. Finally, note that for. shocks stronger
than a fewMbar in metals, irreversible thermodynamics
breaks down, and a new theory has to be constructed.

17. Viscous Fluids

We will treat a compressible visco'JS fluid; a standard
reference for this subject is Landau and Lifshitz.34The
stress tensor is taken to be the fluid equilibrium pressure
P = P(V,S),plusthe nonequilibriumviscousstresstij:

tij = - POij + tij . (17.1)

The argument for constructing the form of tij is as
follows. tij depends on the relative motion between
various parts of the fluid, so it depends on the velocity
gradients Uij,which arc

aVi

)Uij = Vij = iJXj t .
(17.2)

tij vanishes when the velocity gradients vanish, and so
for small velocity gradients it should be Hnear in them.
tij cannot depend on pure rotation, so it depends only
on the symmetric parts Eij.The most general second-
rank tensor of the form prescribed has a term in Bij,and
one ir: EkkBij.By convention, this is written in the forAn

2

tij = 21ls&ij + (T!v - "j'1'Is)EkkOij. (17.3)

Here T)s= lls(V,S)is the shear viscosity,llv = llv(V,S)
is the bulk viscosity, and 1'Isand Tlvare never negative.
From (17.1) and (17.3), it is seen that the mean com-
pressive stress is P - llvBkk'The Navier-Stokes equa-
tion is conservation of linear momentum for a viscous
fluid, and it follows at once from (5.7) or (5.9), together
with the stress tensor (17.1). Finally, to complete the
specification of the irreversible behavior, we assume
that the viscous work dWv, which is the work done by



viscous stresses asainst total strains, is completely disw
sipated:

pdWV::Ill: tijdeiJ = TdSv . (17.4)

To construct the Rayleigh-line equations for a viscous
fluid shock, we first have to specialize the strains and
stresses to the geometry of uniaxial compressjon. The
strains are given by (14.3), which may be expressed as
Lagrangian time derivatives:

V
tu = V '

all other ~ = 0 . (17.5)

The stress tensor (17.1), with the viscous part (17.3), is
now evaluated with the above components of strain rate.
The stress reduces to the symmetry (14.4), with the
normal compressive stress 0', and the shear stress t,
given by

(
4 nv

)o=p+ 3+~ t,
(17.6)

V
t = - 115V . (17.7)

For a steady wave, the equations of motion are the
same as in Section 16, because continuum mechanics is
not concerned with whether a material is solid or fluid.
In the steady-wave entropy equation (16.17), the heat
current contribution remains the same, and the plastic
dissipation is to be replaced by the viscous dissipation,
giving

dJ

(
4 11v

)TdS = PaD + "3 + Tls Vatde .
(17.8)

In the shear str~ss, the Lagrangian time derivative V
can be reduced to a z derivative, by (16.8), to give

t = - (v - D) ~5 dVV dz
(17.9)

Fint!l1y,the pressure and temperature on the Rayleigh
line are presumed to be given by the equilibrium
thermodynamic relations for an isotropic material,
equations (7.10) and (7.11), respectively. The complete
set of equations which governs the steady shock process
is given by the following list.

As usual, 8 is the independent variable, and V is
equivalent to 8. The Rayleigh-line equations consist of
seven equations in the seven dependent variables 0', t, J,
S, P, T, and z. The set of equations can be reduced
algebraically. First of all, the variable z can be
eliminated by combining the equations for heat conduc-
tion and for the shear stress, to obtain

(17.10)

where the derivative dT/de is on the Rayleigh line.
Secondly, 0' and S canbe eliminatedquite simply,to
leave four equations in the variables 't, J, P, and T. At
this point, the equation for dP can be solved for dj, and
dJ can be integrated on the Rayleigh line. Or else P can
be e1imjnated, leaving only three equations in t, J, and
T.

We now want to introduce the property of rate-
dependent response of a fluid. This will generalize a
viscous fluid to a viscoelastic fluid. The important
physical concept is that viscous flow is driven by applied
forces, and hence it must proceed in such a way as to
reduce the applied forces. With this concept, we can
construct a quantitatively correct description of the
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constitutive behavior of a fluid, for a geometrically
simple example. To an element of mass inside a fluid
with zero initial stresses, apply a small (infinitesimal)
planar compressive stress 0' in a time At, such that the
rate Cs- a/At is constant throughout At. Impose the
boundary condition of uniaxial flow, so there is no
motion of the transverse surfaces of the mass element.
This experiment is to be done repeatedly, with 0' con.
stant, but with variable At. We will inquire about the
compression E,and the shear stress t, at the end of the
time At. To order E, the compression is adiabatic. The
fluid response is governed by the frequency~ependent
adiabatic elastic moduli BCI)and GCI),where Go = 0, and
by the transport coefficients, of which we will keep only
Tls,and negtect 1Cand llv.Finally, there is a shear relaxa-
tion time 9s, which is not independent ofTls,as will be
shown. If a is very high, Le.if At <: 9s,there is not time
for viscous flow to begin, so the fluid response is elastic
and Eis given by

4
G = (8£ + "3G,.)e . (17.11)

The corresponding shear stress is

t = G£E (17.12)

If now At is increased, the elastic equations hold and e is
constant until At ~ Ss'At this point, shear viscous flow
becomes noticeable and e begins to increase, while t
begins to decrease. At;At is further increas.;d, through
the ranges At > 9s and At ::> 9s, viscous flow is fully
operative and the elastic moduli have reached their
ro = 0 limits:

4
G=Boe+3't , (17.13)

t = TI.8 , (17.14)

where S = E/IJ..t.The limiting (largest) value ofe results
when At - GO,which gives the thermodynamic equi-
librium process

G=P=BOE. (17.15)

Since F.is a continuous function of At, the change from
elastic to viscous behavior at At ~ 9simplies

44.
(B...+ 3' 0...)6 :== Doe+ "3 Tlse , at At ~ 9s.
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Consistent with neglectingthe bulk viscosity,we set
B. :== Bo,and the crossover condition tells us

9s ~ !Is
G~ . (17.16)

Reviewing the above discussion, it is seen that the
shear stress at the end of At is not constant, and reflects
the nature of the response. The maximum t is the
elastically supported t of (17.12).The viscous t is always
less than the elastic t, because the viscous relation
(17.14) holds only for At > TlJGxo

The complete viscoelastic constitutive equation is
given by Litovitz and Davis.3s With this constitutive
equation, the process of steady shocks in dense fluids
was studied in detail, and several theorems were estab-
lished regarding the existence of solutions. 36In fact, one
of these theorems becomes obvious from the preceding
results. The normal stress is given by two equations,
namely the Rayleigh line, 0' = PaD2e,and as the sum of
pressure and viscous terms in ( 17.6).For a fixed small e,
0(13)increases as D increases. But teE) is limited to the
elastic.response limit, equation lI7.12), so P(e) has to
increase as D int~reases.Again, P has elastic and entropy
contributions, according to (7.10), and the only mecha.
nism for increasing P(e) at a fixed e is by increasing the
entropy. Hence the theorem: For an overdriven shock in
a fluid, no solution is possible without heat transport.36
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